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1 Introduction 
1.1 Research background 
Cycling is a sustainable transportation mode that endorses active lifestyle. Long lasting reliance on motorised transport has negatively contributed to diminishing state of environment and equity of people as well as further challenged cities to solve growing problems concerning congestions and insufficient space. Attractive benefits of cycling have been gradually realised in urban policy-making and planning scene as ways to influence change in the underlying transportation culture through advancing social and economic equity, by promoting physical and mental wellbeing and by having minimal environmental impact. European Union cycling strategy 2030 (ECF 2017, 127) summarises cycling to influence benefits on three levels of economic, people and liveable cities. First, as a response to EU climate goals economic growth of cycling economy is foreseen to achieve considerable savings from decreased use of fuel and natural resources and from declined production of greenhouse gas and noise emissions. Simultaneously the growing economy is expected to produce thousands of jobs related to bicycle manufacturing, sales and tourism. Secondly, inexpensiveness of cycling decreases gaps in health inequality between socio-economic groups and enhances mobility options of socially weaker groups. In addition, cycling extends life expectancy through generated mental and physical wellbeing and expanded social connectivity and accessibility. Lastly, cycling generates liveability in urban areas by freeing space from automobile infrastructure to integrated city development, reducing congestions and relieving pressure during peak hours. Cycling also complements public transportation system by enhancing inter- and multimodal connections. The strategy concludes cycling to be a key measure in achieving EU climate targets while delivering cost savings and improving wellbeing of people.  While cycling shows great potential it is essential for urban planning to factor in choice-making process and characteristics influencing those choices that cyclists act upon. Trip length and travel time are considered to be the most influential attributes affecting choice outcomes of trips made with an automobile but the same is not true for cycling. Instead cyclists are exposed to numerous factors that range from personalities of travellers to physical environment with some having stronger influence over others on the choice outcome. Even though route continuity, type of cycling facility and presence of green environment are common factors in influencing chosen outcome of each trip, cyclists perceive the effect of each factor differently according to their individual preferences. This understanding has brought forward the need to study aspects of attributes influencing choice outcome of trips as well as the extent of their impact. Cyclists’ route choices have been studied internationally since 1980s with knowledge being applied in cycling network planning. Yet in Finnish context very little research has been conducted. Kauppinen (2015) studied how bicycle facilities, junctions and elevation influence average cycling speeds in Oulu and Rovaniemi. Similarly Tarnanen (2017) researched effects of elevation, traffic signals and junctions on speed and continuity in Helsinki. Hillo et al. (2016) state there to exist a deficiency in understanding route choice preferences of Finns which hampers development of transportation modelling processes. Combining significance of researching route choice as a part of advancing coherent cycling network planning with low number of conducted studies in Finland indicates there to exist knowledge gaps in understanding route choice preferences of Finnish cyclists.    
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Planning of urban transportation system is a challenging process where poorly planned decisions can negatively contribute to daily lives of many people with the addition of being difficult to correct post implementation. To foresee effects of plans, travel demand modelling has been applied in forecasting impacts of planned implementations to measure changes between current and planned state. Travel demand models were initially only applied to forecast changes in automobile and public transportation with cycling being either completely excluded or incorporated as a combined non-motorised mode with walking. Weckström (2016) researched transit-oriented development in capital area of Finland including perspectives from cycling and found themself unable to compare cycling results with other findings because of its common exclusion as a distinct transport mode. He also acknowledges how land use affects cycling differently over automobiles and public transportation but these impacts cannot be currently properly measured. Cycling has however begun to gain more attraction in planning processes which has begun to put pressure on travel demand models to start incorporating cycling and walking as explicit modes. Forecasting accuracy related problems are yet to be solved with models’ route choice commonly following trip length minimisation or classification of preferential bike facilities. While the output results of these algorithms can be calibrated using network cycling counters, their simplicity does not factor in large variety of attributes influencing route choice preferences. This implies there to exist a disconnect between cyclists’ route choice preferences and forecasted cycling in travel demand modelling. This presents a question whether addition of new factors with behavioural influence could improve cycling forecasting accuracy.  
1.2 Research objectives and approach 
There are two goals in the study. First objective aims to generate more knowledge on cyclists’ preferences in Finland through the use of route choice framework. Greater Helsinki (also referred as Helsinki Region) is metropolitan area of Finland consisting of 14 municipalities and being case area 
of the study. As Finland adheres to EU’s cycling strategy, Greater Helsinki too promotes region-wide cycling development through collaborative policy-making and planning efforts. Overview of the first objective is hence to look into understanding which factors cyclists of Greater Helsinki prefer in their route choice and whether the cyclists’ personal characteristics influence these choices. Second objective aims to measure the capability of incorporating route choice results into a travel demand model. Helsinki Region Transport authority (HSL) is responsible for overseeing and determining development direction of the regional travel demand model known as HELMET. While the model has includes cycling as its own distinct mode, its current form is simplistic and only factors in influence from bike facilities. This has led to a thought of observing whether integration of additional 
factors that influence cyclists’ route behaviour could increase accuracy of forecasted bike travel. The second objective will therefore experiment the process of integrating route choice framework into a travel demand model to observe whether presence of additional factors can improve route forecasting accuracy. The presented objectives which the study aims to answer are formulated into the following three research questions:  1. Which factors influence cyclists’ route choice preferences in Greater Helsinki? 2. How do socio-demographic characteristics affect choice preference outcome? 3. To what extent can incorporation of choice modelling improve route forecasting accuracy in travel demand modelling?   
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Study approach is split into two stages of conducting a choice study and testing of results in a travel demand model. The first stage is carried out by using an established choice framework that is widely applied in studies researching route choice. The second stage is performed through trialling implementation and validation of results.  Study limitations were mostly related to limited amount of available resources. Focus group approach for example could not be taken even though it could have potentially revealed more information of underlying route choice preferences. Furthermore number of studied factors was limited to six. Studying larger number of factors would be interesting due to larger variety of effects but it was deemed not to feasible nor wise as it would place even larger burden on both participating cyclists and on analyst’s interpretation of results. Lastly it is acknowledged that, because travel demand modelling is a mathematical representation of transport environment and its users, it is unable to describe actual behaviour of cyclists with the forecasted travel patterns being good estimations at best.  The study is split into four parts of background, methodology, results and discussion. Background section will give thorough introduction on the concept of choice theory and its general framework 
that is used to study individuals’ choice preferences. The part will additionally introduce Greater Helsinki and how it is promoting cycling development as well as present an overview on how cycling is being forecasted in travel demand modelling. Methodology section presents application of route choice framework and how the estimated results were integrated into HELMET. Results describe socio-demographic characteristics of the sample, estimated factor values and validation on the use of route choice in travel demand modelling. Last chapter concerning discussion answers to the research questions, links the results with previous studies and reports experienced challenges. 
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2 Background 
Background section of this study follows next arrangement; Chapter 2.1 describes what makes cycling a resilient urban transportation mode and introduces the study’s case area and its present cycling numbers. Chapter 2.2 familiarises the reader with why individuals’ choices are studied and how such study can be performed by applying a choice theory framework. Last chapter 2.3 shares insight on state of cycling in travel demand modelling and introduces current form of cycling forecasting in travel demand model HELMET of Helsinki Region Transport.  
2.1 Cycling as a resilient urban transport mode 
2.1.1 General benefits of cycling During the last two decades political and public interest towards cycling and other forms of sustainable transport has increased substantially in Europe as an objection to long prevailed dependence on automobiles. Lack of environmental awareness, decline in public health and problems of social equity have each played their part in advocating for reformation of car-oriented transport culture and consequently shown the need to increase share of cycling. While automobiles certainly have benefits to them Macmillan et al. (2014, 335) indicate their abundance to have gradually revealed number of negatively related consequences with automobiles being found to limit land use options, greatly contribute to greenhouse gas and noise emissions, be the cause of severe road injuries, support non-active lifestyle and degrade mobility alternatives of low-income population groups. Cycling on the other hand has been found to fit well into urban transport culture by positively influencing environmental, social and economic sustainability through endorsing of physical and mental wellbeing, being competitive option on short and medium distanced trips, causing minimal environmental impact, offering flexibility in land use planning and being economically viable option virtually to anyone (Macmillan et al. 2014, 335; Pucher and Buehler 2017, 1). Looking into risks of cycling De Hartog et al. (2010, 1113-1115) compared gained health benefits against risks from emission exposure and serious accidents and concluded gained physical activity from cycling to increase life-years 9 times more over losses of life caused by exposure to pollutants and traffic accidents. The authors add safety measurements of cycling policies and urban planning practices to play an essential role in how cycling is viewed by potential non-cyclists. Heinen et al. (2010, 73-74) studied reasons for reluctance that people may experience with cycling and found positive attitude, experiences and social norms to have highest influence on willingness to cycle. Those who were transparent to experimenting, those who had positive experiences and those who were aware of both beneficial and negative aspects were more likely to try out a new cycling and enjoy it. Cycling has also shown its resilience even during exceptional circumstances. Buehler and Pucher (2021, 1, 4-6) present Covid 19 pandemic to have positively influenced travel behaviour of people towards cycling. Many began to avoid collective transportation to reduce number of daily interactions while individual means of transport such as cycling saw influx in popularity. Worries of decreasing public wellbeing from long-lasting isolation combined with health benefits and flexibility of cycling saw numerous governments around the globe to initiate cycling development on varying scale. New and supplementary bike lanes were opened, traffic-calmed neighbourhoods were extended, new car-free streets were assigned, and financially supportive programs were formed such as implementing a discount for bike sharing fee or granting a subsidise for bicycle purchase. The authors find the exceptional circumstances to have accelerated implementation of numerous cycling development plans that were initially scheduled for much longer term.  
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2.1.2 Study area and cycling numbers Greater Helsinki is a collaborative region of 14 municipalities encircling around the capital Helsinki and consisting of two distinct areas of inner capital area with four municipalities and outer KUUMA region with ten municipalities. Municipalities of Helsinki, Espoo, Vantaa and Kauniainen compose the capital area whereas Kirkkonummi, Vihti, Nurmijärvi, Hyvinkää, Tuusula, Kerava, Järvenpää, Mäntsälä, Pornainen and Sipoo form the KUUMA region. Map of the study area is shown in figure 1. The map presents an additional municipality of Siuntio as a part of the study area. Siuntio is not formally part of Greater Helsinki but it collaborates with the rest of the region in drawing of Helsinki Region Transport System Plan (HLJ), and is in that way related to the study area.   

 Figure 1. Study area including 14 municipalities of Greater Helsinki and Siuntio  Population of the study municipalities is shown in figure 2. Statistics Finland (Tilastokeskus 2021) describes 2020 Greater Helsinki population including Siuntio to have been around 1.53 million inhabitants with 1.20 million living in the capital area. This implies the capital area’s population to account for 78% of the region’s population.  Collaboration of the municipalities is founded on co-visioning future and planning of it accordingly. First large-scale plans for the region were made at the beginning of 2010s and since then the procedures have seen further development. Currently the vision, its terms and how to achieve them are described in a strategic regional land use, housing and transportation plan known as MAL that is revised every four years. MAL contracts are tied between the government, the municipalities and public transport authority HSL, and although they are not legally binding, the contracts’ purpose is to ensure commitment of the parties to a regional collaboration. Core vision of the plan is founded on economic growth from coherent and attractive metropolitan area development, planning for growing population that is simultaneously ageing rapidly, and ensuring high transportation coverage with sustainability and flexibility within the region. Development progress is measured on several strategic objectives and indicators. Many of the objectives are show interconnectivity with development of cycling but the essential ones revolve around decreasing transportation emissions and increasing share of sustainable transportation modes (HSL 2019, 17-19).  
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 Figure 2. Population by municipalities in 2020 (Tilastokeskus 2021)  Latest region wide travel behaviour surveys were conducted in 2012 and 2018 to gain better understanding of regional number of performed daily trips and share of cycling. Brandt et al. (2019, 55, 61-75) estimate around 4.7 million daily trips across the region on a normal weekday in 2018 which is 700 000 more trips than were estimated in 2012. Sustainable transport modes (walking, cycling and public transportation) were found to have increased three percentages from 57% to 60% between 2012 and 2018. Share of cycling as a primary mode was also found to have increased from 8% to 9% among made daily trips. The results show that around 420 000 trips were made with a bicycle and that 100 000 more trips were made daily with a bicycle in 2018. Even though cyclists’ numbers were found to have risen across the whole region, peripheral municipalities such as Mäntsälä and Hyvinkää that rely on rail transport for long distance travel, were found to have higher increase in share of cyclists than other parts of the region. A look into demographic statistics saw increase among both men and women while among age groups largest growth was observed with children between 7-17 and adults between 30-44 and 44-64 years old. Brandt et al. (2019, 122) conclude that the observed travel behaviour results seem to positively reflect peoples’ eagerness and willingness to cycle more than previously with the direction matching the efforts to further increase share of sustainable transport modes in Greater Helsinki.  For now the share of cycling seems to be heading towards good direction, but what kind of objectives are there to ensure that this positive direction is maintained, and how other users – especially those who are currently using car as their primary transport mode but would be willing to cycle under improved conditions – could be attracted to cycling? MAL plan of 2019 (HSL 2019, 42-44) lists five pivotal advancement procedures that have been planned to further expand opportunities of cycling in Greater Helsinki. First implementation of competitive regional cycling network seeks to decrease the gap between cars and bicycles by increasing competitiveness of cycling. Cycling networks that have been planned with coverage and maintenance in mind have been shown in studies to be the main way of influencing shift in mode choice. The region aims to improve condition of main cycling network by extending current cycling corridors further and improving routes that have been pinpointed to be important but are currently in poor condition. Secondly flexible trials and pilots between municipalities and various stakeholders and community groups of different sizes have been defined as a way to establish new innovations and to decrease rigid and slow bureaucratic processes that are often involved. Thirdly endorsing generalisation of electric bicycles is seen to enable making longer trips easier and more enjoyable between municipalities. Having e-bikes as a part of the city bike system, forming new e-bike incentive programs as well as establishing new bicycle parking spaces at 
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central transport hubs where security of is prioritised are considered as key points in widening deployment of electric bicycles. Fourth point seeks to expand current bicycle-sharing system which is currently only available within the capital area. By extending the system to other municipalities of the region, standardising operative bicycle model, and enabling all year around use are considered to ease the process of picking up a bicycle and expanding opportunities for those people who do not want to own bicycles. Last fifth point emphasises that without comprehensive regional coordination realisation of these procedures will not succeed. The point acknowledges that even though fuzzy planning procedures targeting easing of rigid municipality administrations and experimenting with rapid and bold pilots will prove to be problematic, they are nevertheless necessary to achieve set goals of the vision. Currently the five advancement procedures to further increase share of cycling within Greater Helsinki are in place and their progress will be measured in the next revision of MAL plan.  
2.2 Cycling route choice framework 
2.2.1 Route choice theory Choice theory originates from consumer theory and aims to describe circumstances where individuals make trade-offs between presented alternatives either consciously or sub-consciously to maximise certain gain. This activity of trading benefits is described as utility maximising behaviour which assumes that individuals will choose the option among alternatives that maximises benefit from choice outcome. The outcomes will include great variability (heterogeneity) between decision-makers due to both observable and unobservable characteristics and decisions of individuals. This sets a restriction that while no gathered information is never able to fully explain a choice outcome, assumptions of general effects can be made while at the same time maintaining awareness of the existing underlying and unobservable variables (Hensher et al. 2005, 62-63). Emerging to field of transportation around 1970s (Pratt 1970; McFadden 1974), utility theory has been successfully used 
to measure traveller’s choices by assuming individuals to follow utility maximising behaviour. The theory has been applied in many mode choice studies (cycling related examples by Oakil et al. 2014; Pinjari et al. 2007 and Maat et al. 2005) to accumulate knowledge on individual travel behaviour and to observe effects for comprehending what policy changes need to be governed in order to shift modal share. However in many cases mode choice alone is unable to explain why individuals have ended up with their mode of choice for a certain trip due to other underlying effects. For this reason studies have too begun to investigate the effect of route choice. According to Hensher et al. (2005, 4) travellers perform conscious and sub-conscious route choices based on determinants that influence the choice decision in which an alternative is chosen over another. Such influences that are related to an alternative have several names like attributes but in this thesis they are mainly referred as factors. Factors exist in many forms but they do have similarities and differences between mode alternatives. Travel time for example influences both car and bus transit, but for a car driver the total travel time is mostly spent within the vehicle whereas out of vehicle and in vehicle travel time has to be included for a bus passenger. While this total travel time may end up being longer for the bus passenger, an individual may have traded travel time for other factors that they deemed to have higher perceived utility such as choosing less expensive option or finding comfortability from not needing to be vehicle operative. Individual originated perceptions that affect the choice outcome by being essential in understanding travel behaviour are known as socio-demographic characteristics (SDCs) with age, gender and income being common examples. Even though mode and route choice by themselves are unable to completely explain travellers’ choice behaviour, studies on the two have enabled knowledge building by understanding which factors hold influence and what is the extent of that influence. A simplistic feedback loop between mode and route choice is presented in figure 3. 
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 Figure 3. A feedback loop between modal and route choice  Even though mode choice is not the primary focus of this study, choice studies follow similar structure and one can apply the following bicycle route choice-oriented approach to study mode choice of bicycles as well. Choice studies apply multistage framework, and to give a general view of such process, figure 4 presents a linear example of a general choice study framework. One of the earliest cycling route choice studies is presented by Bovy and Bradley (1985) who conducted the study in Delft, the Netherlands. In their study the authors argue on favour of understanding cyclists’ choices for predicting their habits and made trade-offs along with behavioural changes that may occur after network modifications. Stinson and Bhat (2003, 107) and Sener et al. (2009, 2) present supportive discursion and argue researching route choice to be an act of enabling better understanding of cyclists’ preferences and pinpointing influential design attributes to facilitate better designing of bicycling network and its facilities. This presents opportunities to shift modal share away from heavily motorised transportation towards sustainable and active transportation which can alleviate large negative problems of pollution, noise, congestion and urban sprawl while introducing positive benefits in society and environment. Broach and Dill (2016, 52) note that even though active modes of cycling and walking are generally slower they trade effectiveness of travel time to direct built environment exposure introducing them to a wider variety of influences. Menghini et al. (2010, 754) add that the act of encouraging people to cycle more is not satisfied with only network safety and continuity but by also having in-depth understanding of cycling networks’ design attributes. Winters et al. (2011, 163) studied attractors and deterrents of cycling network and whether they affect characteristics of individuals and found very little difference between regular and non-regular (potential) cyclists. With these results they encourage planners to observe larger cycling population to be more meaningful rather than designated subsets.   
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 Figure 4. Overview of general choice study framework (modified from Hensher et al. 2005, 102)  The process of studying route choice to gather general information on made choices, concluding influential factors, and recognizing who the cycling population consists of is referred as route choice modelling, and it is commonly performed with discrete choice models. Development of modelling process has improved understanding of how determined factors can positively or negatively influence attractiveness of different travel environments experienced by cyclists while also enabling estimation of the effects resulted from changes in network such as addition of new cycling facilities. Zimmerman et al. (2017, 183-184) lists two beneficial applications that have been derived from route choice modelling as enabling better link flow prediction and detecting hindering network constraints with focus on areas needing most improvement. According to Hood et al. (2011, 63) such applications have contributed to advancing choice-making as a part of travel demand forecasting. Instead of feeding generic variables that are applied in car demand predictions, researching and estimating cycling specific variables and applying those results in a true scenario provides means to test how changes in network affect mode choice of cycling. The statement is supported by Broach and Dill (2016, 53) and Zimmerman et al. (2017, 184) who note the feedback loop between mode choice and route choice as means to not only better predict modal shift but also as a way to better integrate cycling and walking into regional travel demand models which have traditionally been car and public transportation dominated. Their discussion refers back to the shown feedback loop in figure 3 establishing the relation between the two and how both positively influence outcome of each other.   
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2.2.2 Emerging factors in route choice studies Research has shown that cyclists are exposed to numerous factors ranging from properties of physical environment to travellers’ personal characteristics. Studies on both qualitative and quantitative factors are found to have varying levels of influence on cyclists and also thought to have  cultural and spatial variance which should be recognised in planning and policy-making. Even though induced effects vary among population studies have shown that certain attributes excel at attracting while others strongly repel cyclists. Examined factors are often further classified into appropriate groups based on their characteristics to perform comparisons between and within groups. There is no distinct style to classifying factors shown by Chen et al. (2017, 2) who classified factors into three groups under convenience, safety, and leisure while Bernardi et al. (2018, 888) used link-based grouping of factors into link type, link quality, link beauty and link traffic nuisance. The number of groups also varies based on the number of factors under research and grouping mechanism shown by Stinson and Bhat (2003, 111) who only had link-level and route-level classes with 10 total factors. A study by Sener et al. (2009, 2, 28) instead formed six groups consisting of (i) bicyclist characteristics, (ii) on-street parking, (iii) types and amenities of bicycle facilities, (iv) physical road characteristics, (v) functional road characteristics and (vi) operational road characteristics with total of 11 factors. This study uses a classification style similar to Grond (2016, 5) who defined four groups of classification. First group depicts physical road characteristics that are related to roads and streets. Second group depicts trip characteristics reflecting information on the trip itself while third group consists of user characteristics expressing personal individuality. Last fourth group describes features of built environment that are highly related to land use such as scenery and level of mixed land use. Figure 5 shows common factors in cycling route choice studies classified under the four groups.  

 Figure 5. Common factors in cycling route choice studies  Road characteristics According to Anaya-Boig (2021, 22-23) traditional cycling planning and development has been physical infrastructure-oriented, which may partly explain why physical factors have constant presence in cycling route choice studies, and why many have been found to have significant influence on preferences of cyclists. Bicycle facilities, effect of gradient, intersection control mechanisms and traffic volume emerge in numerous studies (such as Stinson and Bhat 2003, Sener et al. 2009, Winters et al. 2011, Broach et al. 2012 and Grond 2016) and can be regarded as common road attributes with perceived influence. To provide an insight on the studied effect of road characteristics, bicycle facility and gradient are presented as examples.  Bicycle facilities refer to different types of spaces that cyclists ride on. Bike facilities show relatively high differences as in some circumstances cyclists share the same space with motorised traffic and in others they may have their own dedicated lane. Cycling boulevards is an example of a facility where cyclists are prioritised over automobiles on road environment. Finnish Infrastructure Agency (Väylävirasto 2020) lists mixed traffic, bike lane and different types of designated cycle paths as common Finnish bike facilities. Literature presents bike facilities as attractive factors as they are often 
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found with having high utility among cyclists. In reality facilities that are protected from traffic either through physical separation or protective elements are often seen as highly attractive while facilities where cyclists are exposed to cars are commonly associated with high disutility. Hood et al. (2011, 72) found that cyclists were willing to detour 230 meters in order to use bike facility while Broach et al. (2012, 1737) tested four facility types and found that trips traversed on bike paths were most preferable and that non-commuting cyclists would ride 26 percent more while commuters would ride 16 percent more their trip’s distance to stay on bike path. The cyclists of these studies were shown to prefer opportunities of using facilities as they were willing to travel longer distance to use them. Results shown by Sener et al. (2009, 13-14) and Bernardi (2018, 897) however indicated neutral preference towards designated bicycle facilities. While the former study conducted in Texas theorised results being related to ‘enthusiastic road cyclists’ attitude prevailing among commuter cyclists, results of the latter Dutch study were seen to originate from self-evidence of cyclists’ priority in an urban bicycle network.  Gradient or hilliness is a factor describing change in vertical elevation, and it has been researched through quantitative and qualitative means. Gradient has been determined important factor within context of Greater Helsinki stated by Palo et al. (2016, 25) in cycling guidelines of City of Helsinki. They express that while hills will always emerge in transport network due to topology, high-class cycling environment must pursue at preventing presence of steep slopes while minimizing the number of hills with planning decisions. Palo et al. along with Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency (Väylävirasto 2020, 105) suggest maximum recommended grade as 5% for cycling routes, 4% grade for main routes, and that grade of 8% should never be exceeded to prevent excessive physical exertion at uphill and speeds at downhill. Menghini et al. (2010, 763-764) studied choices of Zurich cyclists who were found very reluctant to cycle on routes with steep gradient and instead opted for routes with multiple average-sized hills. This is supported with results from Portland by Broach et al. (2012, 1736-1737) who found that while non-commuting cyclists somewhat avoided routes with 2-4% slopes by allowing detouring of 72.3% relative to distance, routes with 4-6% and over 6% slopes were detoured on much higher rate indicated by values of 290.4% and 1106.6%. While the results were much smaller for commuters (37.1%, 120.3% and 323.9%), they nevertheless imply preferences to avoiding routes with hills. On the contrary Stinson and Bhat (2003, 111) found cyclists to prefer flat terrain over mountainous but the opposite was true for moderate hills. Similar results were found by Sener et al. (2009, 16-17) who observed preference towards moderate hills and avoidance towards steep hills with flat terrain as base measurement. Authors of both studies theorised findings to be connected with visual enjoyability and exercise as cyclists may trade some level of physical exertion to acquire more scenic view and health benefits. While the studies demonstrate influence of gradient, its influence on route choice is often found to be smaller in comparison with bike facility.  Trip characteristics Trip characteristics are expressed as factors that are connected to a trip and performing of the trip. Studies indicate that even though factors of trip characteristics seem to have less influence on route choice than road characteristics, some factors such as left and right turns have shown signs of influence. Trip length however can be considered as the most influential among factors of trip characteristics as it observed frequently to be the cause of large disutility for cyclists along bike facility and gradient. Results by Menghini et al. (2010, 763), González et al. (2016, 12) and Chen et al. (2017, 10) suggest bike facility to have higher influence while Ghanayim and Bekhor (2018, 171) found trip length as the most influential factor in their Tel Aviv study. Travel time and average speed are other factors of trip characteristics that often appear in cycling route choice studies. 
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It can be expected that trip length does have significant effect on chosen routing. Shorter trips are understandably seen as faster and to cause less strain on a cyclist. Even so many travellers have been found to detour from shortest route to alternatives when other characteristics related to improving perceived safeness, attractiveness and comfortability are offered. Models by Menghini et al. (2010, 758-759) indicated 35.9% of the chosen routes to also be the shortest between origin and destination (OD) with the median alternative route being 400 meters longer. Cyclists were found to detour to longer routes when the shortest option had steep sections or if the alternatives had marked bike paths. Chen et al. (2017, 11) observed trip distance to be the most important factor for convenience cyclists. When pursuing to minimise travel distance cyclists were more prone to avoiding routes with speed limits and slopes. In contrary routes having nearby parks and water areas, bike lanes and dense street lighting were found to attract cyclists. Presence of street lighting was in fact found to have the strongest correlation with minimizing trip length as 1% increase in lighting density increased the probability of choosing such route with 2.93%. In their San Francisco study Hood et al. (2011, 70) calculated exchange rate between utilities of trip length and other measured factors and noticed that cyclists’ willingness to travel 590 m longer to avoid hills with a 10 m rise. Similarly cyclists were found to be willing to ride 920 m longer to reach a bike route. Finally Ghanayim and Bekhor (2018, 170) estimated three different models with 20 alternatives for each route and found increase in trip length to be the largest cause of disutility among cyclists in all of the estimated models. The effect from bike facility was also identified here as travellers were more willing to cycle longer distances when bike paths were available while no other factor was observed to increase willingness in the same manner.   User characteristics Attributes concerning riders themselves and their individuality are described as user characteristics. Factors of this group examine who are the cyclist and their tolerance to indirect effects such as weather or cost of a service. Age, gender, cycling purpose and cycling experience are common example characteristics emerging in numerous studies such as Stinson and Bhat (2003), Hood et al. (2011), Winters et al. (2011), González et al. (2016) and Chen et al. (2017). The impact of user characteristics is studied as an interaction effect between main effects of factors and SDCs. A study could for example research if a significant difference exists between how women perceive hills compared to men and similarly if commuters perceive travel time same way as recreational cyclists. While user characteristics continuously emerge in studies with great variety, they are often found to be either insignificant or to have considerably smaller influence than factors of other groups. General findings however are in line with suggestions of Winters et al. (2010, 163) to plan for general population rather than for a subset of cyclists. Still gender and bicycling purpose have been observed to have impact on multiple occasions. Hood et al. (2011, 70) identified women and commuters to strongly avoid hills when choosing routes to cycle. In study by Bernardi et al (2018, 895) men perceived longer routes to be less attractive than women. In the same study leisure cyclists did not consider shortest route and instead opted for longer and more beautiful alternatives which is a consistent result. Finally large majority of the cyclists in study by Ghanayim and Bekhor (2018, 170) were commuters who significantly perceived shortest routes as most attractive options. Results were in line with findings of Sener et al. (2009, 17) and Broach et al. (2012, 1737) who found commuters to value travel time and distance more than non-commuters leading to route optimisation.     
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Built environment features Final group consists of those reflecting features in land use including factors such as street green, land use mixture and scenery. Literature displays how scenery and other features have not frequently emerged in route choice studies until quite recently. This might be based on state-of-the-art where many factors of road and trip characteristics have established their influential positions, enabling research on previously unexamined options. Some built environment features have already shown to indicate signs of influence especially in the context of leisure riding. Chen et al. (2017, 10-11) estimated several factors of built environment features in their Seattle study and found street lighting density as the only significant option among features of built environment. They then calculated elasticities for the significant factors and among alternatives street light density was found to correlate positively with minimizing hilliness and trip length and maximising land use mixture, bicycle facilities and green spaces. Majumdar and Mitra (2017, 186-187) confirmed street lighting to be important in Indian context as well for being a major improvement in general safety due to inadequate level of street illumination. The act of improving visibility was considered to increase the odds of cyclists choosing specific routes with installed lighting. The results also indicated that regular cyclists were less affected by lack of lighting than irregular cyclists. Ghanayim and Bekhor (2018, 170) acknowledged significance from two factors with first one being preference towards cycling along routes with high nearby dwelling unit density and second one indicating tendency to riding along parks and areas with water. While the first preference was explained as cyclists’ willingness to ride on local streets, the second one presents their desire to travel on environment with beautiful scenery. The latter is supported by Winters et al. (2011, 158) who estimated ten motivators and deterrents and found routes with beautiful scenery to be the second highest motivator for attracting cyclists.  2.2.3 Preference data collection Following the framework of figure 4, factors of choice studies are mainly studied with two experiment methods called Revealed Preference (RP) and Stated Preference (SP). Stinson and Bhat (2003, 108) describe RP as means to gather information on actual behaviour and made choices, and SP as means to gather information on hypothetical behaviour and assumed choices. RP studies observe and ask what individuals are going to do or what they already did in an existing scenario and thus reveal their actual behaviour rather than an assumption. SP studies on the other hand observe and ask what individuals would choose or how they would act in a hypothetical scenario resulting to a statement of preference based on assumptions. Considering cycling route choice studies RP data collection was once deemed to be more demanding than SP (Sanko 2001, 8; Stinson & Bhat 2003, 108) which emerged as frequent use of SP. Previous RP studies relied on inefficient route recollection where participants were asked to describe or trace their choice of routing until emerging technology-based tracking advanced the method to a new scale and enabled plethora on new alternatives to gather data with higher efficiency and validity. Applications that today rely on devices with Global Positioning System (GPS) have drastically changed means to study actual pathing in route choice and changed the method from impractical to highly competitive option with which cyclists’ choices can be accurately traced with light and cheap devices (Menghini et al. 2010, 754-755; Hood et al. 2011, 64). Pritchard (2018, 19) presents comprehensive study of RP data collection methods related to cycling route choice in which he synthesised 112 studies and found majority of the papers applying GPS based devices (non-smartphones). Inexpensive methods of crowdsourcing and smartphone GPS were expected to have largest potential for new future growth while more expensive camera tracking, computer vision processing and virtual reality were expected to produce interesting new viewpoints. When concerning technology-based RP data collection Pritchard emphasises that the participating people are bound to share personal OD data to researchers, and consequently making them vulnerable. 
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While this may hinder sampling, the researchers are tasked with ensuring individual anonymity and data privacy throughout the research process. Instead of collecting data describing where cyclists have traversed, methods of SP data collection rely on asking series of choice questions to observe environmental features that individuals would most likely prefer. SP used to dominate route choice literature but since the technological development a shift has balanced the numbers. General forms of conducting SP surveys relied previously on pen and paper, phone and mail interviews but the development of computers improved ways of conducting remote interviewing. In Computer Assisted Personal Interview (CAPI) participants respond remotely to a survey under interviewees surveillance while in Computer Assisted Web Interview (CAWI) participants are allowed to remotely respond to a web survey whenever they are free to do so (Khan 2007, 37-40). CAPI sampling is more time-consuming with requirements for several personnel as the interviewees are specifically required to gather the participants and schedule the interviews. Surveys conducted with CAWI can instead be set up and easily distributed without continuous and demanding interaction between respondents and interviewees. The interaction in CAPI is however highly beneficial when more demanding qualitative information is under observation.  Both methods have number of advantages and disadvantages to take in account during study planning and execution phases to identify strengths and weaknesses. According to Sanko (2001, 9) the highest benefit of using RP is the data’s representation of an actual individual behaviour and the results therefore have less room for error and ambiguity. With RP massive amount of data can be collected, and when combined with wide range of cyclists, a holistic view of a region’s cyclists’ preferences can be observed (Pritchard 2018, 17). However being connected to reality restricts its means to only measure and observe existing alternatives and levels of factors. In addition cleaning of massive amount of data is demanding and requires understanding of what methods to apply. Stinson and Bhat (2003, 108) add that while analysts must determine alternative route possibilities that could have been chosen, the cyclists may not in fact even have considered those options to begin with as possibilities due to previous known experience or being unaware of the potential alternatives. Generalisation is often present to overcome this problem and it is commonly assumed that the riders are aware of all alternatives and the chosen routes are the result of maximising choice outcome. Lastly Pritchard (2018, 17-18) states that while technology has enabled advancement of RP in route choice studies, a frequently witnessed issue relates to overrepresentation of adult men with educational background as the demographic group is often found easiest to recruit. He also concludes that comprehending 
individual’s action of choosing a certain route may also be more difficult with RP data. With this he may refer to the fact that deciphering reasonings for those constant choices performed while riding through the network becomes more burdensome than the capability of simply asking what decisions led to the choice outcome during stated preference survey.  Advantages of SP on the other hand rely on its hypothetical scenario building with series of questions. Broach et al. (2012, 1731) list benefits of SP as its ability to gather preference data quite easily with the method also being relatively inexpensive. SP is also capable of studying both existing and non-existing alternatives and the gathered data is easier to apply in modelling and estimation processes due to limited number of presented alternatives and cleaner data. Having results based on assumptions rather than actual choices however presents most influential disadvantage limiting reliability of gathered SP data (Sanko 2001, 9). When participants respond to a hypothetical scenario with assumptions of their choices there is a possibility that those assumptions may be momentarily and not consistent with their actual behaviour, producing response bias. Zimmerman et al. (2017, 185) concur exhibition of true behaviour of cyclists in SP studies to be difficult and the matter must be taken into 
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consideration during results. Other disadvantages note that it is not extensively possible to cover a 
participant’s full journey with only series of limited choice questions (Pritchard 2018, 2). Moreover route features with relevance may be missing from the survey due to limitations and some respondents may mistakenly imagine their own commonly traversed route as a comparison alternative (Broach et al. 2012, 1731). Ideally researchers should somehow combine use of both RP and SP to mitigate some of the presented problems while benefiting from strengths, but because both methods already demand much knowledge to conduct, the idea of applying both methods extensively may prove to be excessively demanding which may explain why only one of the methods is commonly applied in majority of route choice literature.   2.2.4 Choice set generation process There are two requirements to analyse preferences of individual choice outcomes. First requirement establishes that there must be a way to determine which alternative was chosen by an individual and the second requirement demands that there has to be a way to describe the alternatives that were available to the individual but were not ultimately chosen. This collection of relevant alternatives which individuals choose their preferred outcomes is called a discrete choice set. Ben-Akiva and Bierlaire (1999, 6-7) describe discrete choice sets as a set of finite number of alternatives so that the contents can be distinctively listed. The act of selecting which transport mode individual is to use for a trip is an example of such discrete choice. All alternatives contained in a choice set are characterised by a set of factors, for instance, an alternative pair A-B may be characterised with three factors of trip distance, travel time and cost with different values between the alternatives. This process in which the finite alternatives are identified and consequently listed is referred as choice set generation. Bovy (2009, 51-52) lists three route choice applications for which choice sets are commonly generated: (i) Study of network alternatives to comprehend options of travellers for network policy interventions and impact assessments. (ii) Demand modelling by determining behavioural parameters and choice model utility functions through observations of individual route choice makers. (iii) Using estimated parameters from route choice modelling for predicting choice probabilities or analysing demand in link and route flows of network. Among these options the focus of this thesis is on application (iii).  There exist considerable differences in choice sets and set generation between RP and SP studies that concern their setting, when sets are generated and methods of generation. It was established that with SP both existing and non-existing factors can be examined while for RP only the former is true. Thus the set of factors in RP study are identified from existing network alternatives whereas for SP the set is defined by hypothetical scenario building. In addition, RP set generation can only be performed after sample data is collected while for SP the order is the opposite and choice sets are generated to present them to respondents for sample data collection. Finally methods of SP generation represent a mechanism with which information concerning factors of choice alternatives that exist within a hypothetical scenario can be conveyed to individuals, while for RP the collected data already contains made choices and the methods instead uncover information on which realistic alternatives were available during made trips. Two most common methods to design SP choice sets are known as orthogonal design and optimal design. Orthogonal designs assure statistical independence of factors so that there exists no correlation but such design is rarely statistically efficient. On the contrary optimal designs optimise the amount of collected data acquired from the design but it will likely include correlation between factors. It is therefore up to the researchers to determine which method to apply in their study based on properties of interest (Hensher et al. 2005, 152-153). The generated choice sets by themselves do not suffice as they must be presented to individuals in some manner for the choice situation to proceed. For this Louviere et al. (2010, 58) present two general methods of 
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discrete choice experiment (DCE) and conjoint analysis (CA) with which the SP choice sets can be presented to individuals. In DCE respondents choose most favoured option between number of presented alternatives while in CA they rank or rate the alternatives based on elicit preferences. Link elimination, stochastic path generation and labelling are common generation methods of RP. Because the theory behind RP choice set generation is vast and this study focuses on SP, the main methods are not covered in more detail and the reader is suggested to find more from Bovy (2009), Hood et al. (2011), Broach et al. (2012), Zimmerman et al. (2017) and Ghanayim and Bekhor (2018). Overall generation stage is of principal during route choice research and Hensher et al. (2005, 105) propose researchers to spend time on formulating contents of alternatives prior to generating a choice set. Main concerns should focus on refining what factors are to be studied, how many factors to describe an alternative, what kind of levels explain features of a factor and whether the levels should be qualitative or quantitative.  2.2.5 Demand modelling and estimation Collected preference data and generated choice sets are followed with stage of discrete choice modelling where disaggregated individualistic choices are estimated into aggregated demand. Main part of the process concerns defining deterministic and random parts of utility. It was established in choice theory that individuals maximise their utility based on underlying variables. Researchers however are unaware of these underlying effects and an incomplete knowledge of individual behaviour has to be assumed. Modelling of utility with uncertainty is performed with models of random utility theory that include a random term for capturing uncertainty and error. For an individual 
𝑛 with alternative 𝑖 the associated utility is formulated as following  

𝑈𝑛𝑖 = 𝑉𝑛𝑖 + 𝜀𝑛𝑖  (1)  with 𝑉𝑛𝑖  representing deterministic component of utility and 𝜀𝑛𝑖  being the random term used for capturing uncertainty. An individual 𝑛 chooses best alternative 𝑖 over alternative 𝑗 from choice set 
𝐶𝑛 and the decision is shown in probabilistic terms as  

𝑃(𝑖|𝐶𝑛) = 𝑃[𝑈𝑛𝑖 ≥ 𝑈𝑛𝑗 ∀ 𝑗 ∈ 𝐶𝑛] = 𝑃[𝑈𝑛𝑖 = max
𝑗∈𝐶𝑛

𝑈𝑛𝑗] (2) 
 Train (2003, 19) specifies formulation of 𝜀𝑛𝑖 to depend on how 𝑉𝑛𝑖 has been defined and that the uncertainty is not defined for the choice situation itself but rather for analysts’ interpretation of the choice situation. The deterministic 𝑉𝑛𝑖 component of utility is a sum function that consists of a factor value with its assigned weighting (coefficient) describing that factor’s share in the whole utility. This is defined with 

𝑉𝑛𝑖 = ∑ 𝛽𝑘𝑖𝑓(𝑋𝑘𝑛𝑖)

𝑘

(3) 
 where 𝑘 represents number of factors k = 1…K and is included with every element specific to 𝑖𝑡ℎ alternative, 𝛽𝑘𝑖 assigns weighting to a factor 𝑘 for alternative 𝑖 and 𝑓(∙) denotes form of function in which factor values may be entered in different forms for different individuals (Ben-Akiva & Bierlaire 1999, 1-5; Hensher et al. 2005, 75-76).    
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For modeling of random part of utility several types of discrete choice models exist such as logit, probit, generalized extreme value, and mixed logit. Multinomial logit (MNL) model of logit family is particularly applied in discrete choice studies. MNL model follows Gumbel distribution and assumes 𝜀𝑖 to be independent and identically distributed (iid) extreme value for all alternatives 𝑖. The assumption expects unobserved factors to be uncorrelated among choice alternatives and while its convenience has been applied plenty, the model has been also shown to produce inappropriate results under some circumstances such as red bus/blue bus paradox of mode choice. Advantages of the other discrete choice models over MNL are their capabilities to capture correlation between alternatives and relaxing iid condition but the model formulations, especially probit models, require higher complexity (Ben-Akiva & Bierlaire 1999, 6-8; Train 2003, 22-23). Results of the modelling process reveal coefficients for factors under research which can now be applied to compute utilities for alternatives. Hensher et al. (2005, 383-384) note that estimated factor coefficients, besides their sign, are unable to express clear behavioural interpretation. To overcome this researchers have, for example, utilised marginal rates of substitution and elasticities in respect to an easily comprehendible factor such as travel time or trip length in order to describe change in utility. Elasticity illustrates a relation between change of a variable and its change in demanded quantity in percentages while marginal rates illustrate the rate how variable changes in relation to a change in another variable. Lastly Train (2003, 23-24) adds that it is only the difference in utility that matters with absolute value of utility being unnecessary. This means that only those parameters that can be estimated are able to elaborate differences in preference between available alternatives.  
2.3 Regional travel demand modelling 
2.3.1 State of cycling in travel demand models Land use and transportation planning are collaborative and time-consuming processes that emphasise the importance of evaluating alternative policies, operations and investment strategies. For transportation planning there is a particular need to comprehend current travel behaviour of people and how it may change in future due to planned decisions. One way to perform estimations of current travel and forecasted future travel can be accomplished by modelling of transport system which is called travel demand modelling. Travel demand modelling is a method of demand estimation and is deemed to be a challenging process due to complexity in required model inputs as it demands extensive data on transit system, network characteristics, built environment features, transit operations and travelling demographic. However with technical expertise and holistic data modelling can be applied to achieve numerous benefits in strategic planning processes with few examples being the ability to compare alternatives between land use scenarios, measuring functionality of a new operation such as congestion taxation and observing overview of network link flows (TRB 2007, 15-16). Extent of models can range from city scale to a national scale and while expanding size of the forecasted area will increase its modelling complexity it may allow larger macroscopic overview of the system that was not available previously. As the scope of the thesis extends to a regional level, abbreviation RTDM referring to regional travel demand modelling is further used. Porter et al. (1999, 96) explain general travel demand models to be trip-based models, and being commonly referred as four-step models due to the process being split into four stages of (i) trip generation, (ii) trip distribution, (iii) mode choice and (iv) trip assignment. Other developed and applied model types are known as tour-based and activity-based models. A trip-based model operates on a structure in which a network of transportation analysis zones (TAZs) consisting of nodes and links is determined based on spatial structure of the forecasted area. Current census data and future predictions of land use characteristics, travel patterns and demographic information are inputted to measure potentially 
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generated trips at each zone. For each generated trip they are distributed to the other zones forming origin-destination pairs for each traveller. Travellers’ mode of choice is then estimated with probabilistic models where beneficial and restrictive characteristics such as travel time and costs are included. Lastly the trips are assigned to the network by determining chosen route for each trip similarly to mode choice with shortest path minimisation commonly being the largest influencer. Schwartz et al. (1999, 24-25) and Porter et al. (1999, 97) list advantages of RTDM as its ability to analyse travel and mode choices on aggregated and disaggregated level, consideration of land use and transportation systems as part of influencing trip-making, observe variance in travel choice between types of trips, and capability to examine effect of alternative policies and operations in travel patterns. On the other hand even basic models require considerable amount of technical expertise and data to implement making them unnecessarily complex for small scale analyses. Moreover RTDMs were initially developed for forecasting on road automobile travel which has significantly hindered modelling of non-motorised modes on their respective facilities. Shortest path minimisation for example, which is seen to model rational behaviour of car drivers well, may not in reality accurately describe behaviour of pedestrians and cyclists. Modelled trips are also subject to utilitarian travel and hardly ever model trips for recreational purpose. Lastly it can be argued whether the input land use, travel pattern and demographic data is sufficient to accurately forecast realistic travel behaviour.   Since 1990s there has been discussion revolving around how non-motorised modes of walking and cycling could be better forecasted as a part of automobile dominated modelling. Incorporation of the modes has faced challenges due to their short trip scale that varies significantly from motorised trips and from encoded networks and TAZs have been deemed to be too rigid for these flexible modes. These models that were once assembled to explain motorised travel behaviour theories now seem unfit for non-motorised modes (Eash 1999, 1). In their guidebook Schwartz et al. (1999) stated three recommendations that should focus on developing short-term manuals and guidelines, researching influential factors holding significance in route choice and integrating mainstream transportation planning and modelling processes as means to further encourage incorporation of cycling and walking as modes in demand forecasting. The development since according to Broach et al. (2012, 1731) and Broach and Dill (2016, 52) has been sluggish and RTDMs have rarely fully incorporated cycling and walking as transport modes. It is common that both modes are combined under non-motorised mode and dropped prior to mode choice in trip-based models. When cycling is included the model generally assumes a simplistic format in which cyclists rigidly select shortest path between origin and destination. While such format is traditionally used for automobile travel, it completely ignores network and user features that have been found influential for cyclists’ route choice. Singleton and Clifton (2013, 5-12) identified six frameworks illustrating how cycling and walking were represented in RTDMs of various US metropolitan planning organisations (MPOs) governing areas with over 1 million inhabitants and summary of the distribution is given in table 1.   Table 1. Non-motorised travel demand model framework distributions between 48 MPOs (references Simpleton & Clifton 2013, 7-8)  Framework Number of applying MPOs Percentage of all MPOs (%) 0 Non-motorised modes not included 18 38 1 Separated trip generation 2 4 2 Pre trip distribution split 5 10 3 Pre mode choice split 5 10 4 Mode choice model 18 38 5 Non-motorised trip assignment 0 0 
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The authors find models of 18 MPOs to not include any information on non-motorised modes and a separate analysis tools must be used for evaluating their impact in policy and planning practices. MPOs applying framework 1 have separated estimation process for productions and attractions of motorised and non-motorised modes and proceed to distribution with only motorised estimations. Framework option 2 was found to be similar except that trip generation is not split and it is performed for all trips. Models of framework 3 calculate share of non-motorised modes after distribution without including them into mode choice. The authors state this option to already establish understanding of cycling and walking share among all performed trips while avoiding full model complications. Another 18 MPOs were identified with RTDMs where cycling and walking mode choices are modelled either as aggregated non-motorised mode or as explicit cycling and walking modes. Lastly models of Portland and San Francisco were found to assign bicycle trips to the network but no actor was found to assign walking trips to the network. Thus the authors found none of the MPOs to apply fifth framework where both types of non-motorised modes are forecasted. Since then the numbers presented by Simpleton and Clifton have remained at similar level when compared to NCHRP 08-36 report presented by Jin et al. (2019) who interviewed modellers of 72 MPOs and 24 departments of transportation (DOT). Their results indicated half of MPOs and quarter of DOT to model non-motorised modes although they do not specify at what level of framework the modelling is performed. They note that progress towards comprehensive modelling of modes has taken place as agencies in San Francisco, San Diego and Copenhagen have developed trip assignment models for both cycling and walking. Even if the numbers are skewed towards large agencies that have the manpower to develop models requiring technical expertise, it seems that a wider interest at modelling non-motorised modes has become more prevailing among transportation agencies.  Further observations on RTDMs that have incorporated bike trip assignment step where cycling route choice theory is specifically applied revealed three models, namely tour-based SF-CHAMP of San Francisco, trip-based Portland Metro of Portland and activity-based SANDAG of San Diego. Bike trip assignment development of SF-CHAMP was cooperated with Hood et al. (2011) who estimated RP based route choice model for incorporation of bike trip assignment to the model. No further validation was however found besides a process report by Zorn et al. (2011). Similarly in case of Portland Metro Broach et al. (2012) created RP bicycle route choice model that was incorporated to distribution, mode choice and trip assignment steps of the RTDM, but Portland Metro’s latest public methodology report (Frkonja et al. 2020) does not specify bike trip assignment results. Lastly Jin et al. (2019, 52-55, 64) describe SANDAG’s model parameters to be based on estimated results of route choice studies conducted in Portland, San Francisco and Monterey Bay. Due to high computational time the model only assigns trips to the network in scenarios with particular interest at observing bike demands and the developed model was validated with network counts. While results are somewhat ambiguous, all of the authors argued integration of route choice theory with bike assignment to have improved state and realism in bicycle travel forecasting practices.  2.3.2 Regional travel demand model HELMET Helsinki Region Transport (HSL) is a joint local authority who oversees public transportation operations at nine municipalities of Greater Helsinki. While HSL does not maintain public transportation operations in all of the municipalities, the authority does provide other services such as journey planning. Other tasks of HSL include drawing of Helsinki Region Transport System Plan (HLJ); procuring of bus, metro, commuter train, ferry and bikeshare services; improving of regional operation conditions; public transport fare and ticketing system management; public transport marketing and passenger information; ticket sales and inspections; and maintenance of the regional 
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travel demand model HELMET. Helsinki metropolitan area has a history of creating travel demand models to estimate travel behaviour at the capital area by utilising large-scaled travel behaviour surveys from 1960s onwards. In 2007 and 2008 region-wide travel behaviour surveys were conducted first time in whole of Greater Helsinki due to a demand in researching and forecasting traffic behaviour for regional collaboration, visioning and planning practices. Surveyed data, land use characteristics and regional demographic information were used in formulation of HELMET 1.0 which was introduced in 2010 to assist in drawing up HLJ, to perform land use and network analyses, to analyse road and public transportation pricing and to inspect transportation projects of various scale. Version upgrade to 2.0 was based on complementary data collected with another large Greater Helsinki wide travel behaviour survey held in 2012. In 2017 the model was further developed into 3.0 in which significant changes considering non-motorised modes were made as previously aggregated walking and cycling were split as explicit modes and the number of TAZs was greatly increased. Development of new generation demand models began in 2018, and estimations were performed based on two travel behaviour surveys conducted in whole of Finland during 2016 and in Greater Helsinki during 2018. The development process of this latest model was completed in 2020 and the product is titled as Helmet 4 (West et al. 2020, 17-18). This study will use both names of HELMET and Helmet 4 to perform discussion on the HSL’s travel demand model.  Table 2. Bike facilities and facility preferences in Helmet 4 (references Elolähde et al. 2019b, 39) Bike facility vdf Classification code Link types Preference km/h Baana 70 4  19 Separated cycle path 71 3  17 Adjacent cycle path, arterial road 72 2 27-32 17 Adjacent cycle path, main road 73 2 33-37 16 Adjacent cycle path, local street 74 2 38-42 15 Bike lane 75 1  15 Mixed traffic, arterial road 76 0 27-32 12 Mixed traffic, main street 77 0 33-37 10 Mixed traffic, local street 78 0 38-42 12  HELMET is based on traditional four-step model of trip generation, distribution, mode choice and trip assignment with feedback looping between distribution, modal choice and trip assignment. During implementation of the 4th iteration, the operation formula was changed from trip-based format to follow tours. Moreover applied models were re-estimated with 2016 and 2018 regional travel behaviour data. Demand models of Helmet 4 are run solely with Python macros while supply models utilise combination of transport demand modelling software Emme (INRO 2021) and Python. Currently there exists 1977 TAZs as the modelled area is distributed into HS15 referring to the 14 municipalities of Greater Helsinki and Siuntio, and other 25 peripheral municipalities. HS15 is further classified into central business district of inner Helsinki, capital area consisting of the four capital area municipalities and the surrounding ten KUUMA municipalities. The models of HS15 require in-depth land use and transportation system data to operate accurately. Some of the required land use information concern population and demographic distribution; number of commercial, industrial and logistic jobs at a district; and number of different level educational facilities. Car mileage costs; public transportation zone pricing; road infrastructure properties and district-based parking pricing on the other hand are examples of required transportation system information. HS15 includes seven trips groups of (i) home-work, (ii) home-school, (iii) home-study, (iv) home-business, (v) home-other, (vi) work tours and (vii) other non-home based tours as well as four mode classifications of car, public 
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transportation, cycling and walking. Until version 3 cycling was aggregated with walking as a non-motorised mode and the network of the mode was generally built around pedestrian routes. After becoming an explicit mode cycling demand models were formulated for mode choice, and a simple description of cycling network was built which has been gradually detailed during the last few years. Assigning bike trips into the network advanced in 3.1 when five bike facility classifications and volume delay functions (vdf) were defined. The vdfs in this case describe preference towards certain bike facility through experienced average speed at that facility. Baana is perceived to have the highest preference while mixed traffic at main streets has the lowest preference. Table 2 shows current bike facilities of the model and their level of preference. Currently each link’s disutility is computed as the ratio between its length and preference. As the route of a cyclist is composed of summed disutility of each individual link, the current form of route optimisation aims at minimising overall trip length while simultaneously using more favoured bike facilities as much as possible (West et al. 2020; Elolähde et al. 2019a; Elolähde et al. 2019b).   Discussion on current form of non-motorised mode forecasting in HELMET revealed cycling to be a distinct mode with its own network and influencing factors. Modelling experts of HSL have however recognised simplicity of the cycling model as well as identified benefits that could be achieved by applying route choice framework. Incorporation of new influential factors is not only theorised to improve forecasting accuracy of the model but to also introduce wider spectrum of actual preferences and behaviour of people to a process that mostly revolves around data. The following methodological chapter will explain how route choice theory was applied to study preferences of Greater Helsinki cyclists, how route choice modelling was incorporated into Helmet 4 and how validation of results was performed. 
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3 Methodology 
Methodological structure of the study is split into four stages of (1) identification, (2) data collection, (3) estimation and (4) model integration. Stages 1 through 3 are part of the route choice framework while the 4th stage is related to application of the route choice model in HELMET. During first stage study factors and their levels are identified by examining a collection of cycling route choice literature. Second stage presents how stated preference method was applied to collect a sample describing effects of the factors. Third stage explains how the sample was used in parameter estimation process. Last fourth stage presents how the estimated results were incorporated into a regional bicycle travel demand model and how validation of results was performed. Overview of the process is presented in figure 6. 

Figure 6. Overview of the conducted methodological framework  
3.1 Identification of study factors 
3.1.1 Literature review and analysis Initial discussion concerning terms of the project revealed that HSL did not have particular factors in mind and instead there was a desire to understand which factors have already been found have a considerable effect on preferences so that similar factors could be potentially studied. Hensher et al. (2005, 105-106) suggest experimental factor determination process to be proceeded with caution to avoid returning to the factor selection stage, and to prevent ambiguity in results. For this reason literature review was chosen as the method of identifying which factors would be used in the study as it enables to overview findings from publications and determining which factors have been collectively found most influential. Initially focus groups were discussed as a supporting mechanism 
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to literature review but due to workload and limited schedule the option was omitted. Choosing publications that vary culturally, spatially, and temporally was determined to be important to minimise choosing factors that might indicate strong preference at a specific setting during certain temporal period. Additionally selecting popular publications that are cross referenced frequently along with newer and less referenced works was found relevant aspect for comparing findings between papers. In the end a set of 15 publications was formed and the collection is shown in table 3 with the encoded letters being shown in table 4. First column presents authors of the publications, second column describes area of research, third column states what study method was used to obtain data and final column lists cycling route choice factors that were identified from each publication. Description of the chosen collection is presented next after which the listed factors will be covered.  Table 3. Examined cycling route choice studies. Letter encodings are presented in table 4 Author(s) Study area Study method Studied factors Stinson & Bhat 2003 United States Stated preference A, B, C, E, F, I, J, N, R, S, U, V Sener et al. 2009 Texas, United States Stated preference A, B, C, D, F, G, H, N, Q, R, S, T, U Menghini et al. 2010 Zurich, Switzerland Revealed preference A, B, C, L, M Hood et al. 2011 San Francisco (California), United States Revealed preference A, C, D, H, L, O, P, R, S, T, W, AA Winters et al. 2011 Vancouver (British Columbia), Canada Stated preference A, B, C, D, E, F, R, S, V, W, Y, Z, AA, CC, GG, II Broach et al. 2012 Portland (Oregon), United States Revealed preference A, B, C, D, J, L, P, R, S, T 
González et al. 2016 Providencia, Chile Revealed preference & Stated preference B, C, H, L, R, S, W, DD, HH, JJ Grond 2016 Toronto (Ontario), Canada Revealed preference & Stated preference A, B, C, D, I, K, L, N, P, R, S, T, U, V, W, AA Chen et al. 2017 Seattle (Washington), United States Revealed preference A, B, C, G, L, M, R, S, U, DD, GG, HH, II Majumdar & Mitra 2017 Kharagpur & Asansol, India Stated preference C, D, H, N, R, S, T, V, BB, GG Vedel et al. 2017 Copenhagen, Denmark Stated preference B, C, I, L, S, T, V, DD, EE Zimmerman et al. 2017 Eugene (Oregon), United States Revealed preference A, C, D, G, J, L, P 
Bernardi et al. 2018 The Netherlands Revealed preference B, C, D, E, R, S, T, CC Ghanayim & Bekhor 2018 Tel Aviv, Israel Revealed preference A, C, I, L, M, R, S, Y, CC, FF Hardinghaus & Papantoniou 2020 Munich, Germany & Athens, Greece Stated preference C, E, F, G, I, N, R, W, X, DD  The collection of publications consists of 10 unique countries that are geographically scattered with one being in South America, two in North America, five in Europe and two in Asia. Six publications have been conducted in the United States indicating not only their scientific strength but also interest in researching cycling route choice. Majority of the chosen studies were conducted within last decade. Study areas vary quite considerably but most of the studies sampled cyclists from a single city. Stinson and Bhat (2003) did not have a specified area of research while Bernardi et al. (2018) examined cyclists in an entire country. Sener et al. (2009) covered one of the states in United States whereas Majumdar and Mitra (2017) and Hardinghaus and Papantoniou (2020) performed comparisons between two cities. Rest of the studies were found to focus on a particular city. Balance between data collection methods was ensured and six of the studies used SP as a primary method 
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while seven applied RP in their study. Two studies by Gonzáles et al. (2016) and Grond (2016) utilized a combination of both. The former was able to combine RP data from a bike sharing system with contact SP questionnaires while the latter combined sports tracker application data with SP questionnaire to obtain information on demographic and trip purpose. Besides heavy presence of United States, the chosen literature presents good cultural and spatial variance which was essential in preventing observed factors from being strictly bound to a one specific setting.  Table 4. Types of emerging factors in route choice studies 
Road characteristics Trip characteristics User characteristics Built environment features 
A Gradient L Trip length R Age CC Scenery B Controlled intersection M Average speed S Gender DD Street green C Bike facility N Travel time T Bicycling purpose EE Crowdedness D Traffic volume O Wrong-way travel U Cycling experience FF Residential unit density E Road quality P Left and right turns V Income GG Street lighting coverage F On-street parking Q Road continuity W Cycling frequency HH City features G Speed limit   X Cycling with children II Land use mixture H Number and width of lanes   Y Car ownership JJ Public transit service level I Road class   Z Level of education   J Bridge facility   AA Weather influence   K Tram tracks   BB Bicycle operation cost    Table 4 presents a coding scheme for each factor emerging among the literature. Classification style using four groups of (i) road characteristics, (ii) trip characteristics, (iii) user characteristics and (iv) built environment features is applied here. Quantitatively road and user characteristics present largest number of factors with trip characteristics having least amount. This may be perhaps explained by the fact that physical infrastructure has had the prevailing influence on bicycle planning (Anaya-Boig 2021, 22-23) and that studies usually cover wide spectrum of socio-demographic information for inspecting interaction effects. Besides Chen et al. (2017) majority of the studies that have researched the effect of factors of built environment features are not from the US. However many of the US based publications were conducted already a while ago while the number of studies including factors of built environment have been on the rise just recently. Based on the authors’ analyses on their study results and made observations on presented statistics of results, a matrix reflecting most significant factors of each study was created and is shown in table 5. Contents of the matrix include authors of each study and number of factors found to be most influential within that particular study. Factors that did not indicate high significance at any point are not included.            
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Table 5. Most significant identified factors of each study. Sum/incidence indicates total number of hits for each factor out of the total number of studies that they appeared in shown in table 3 
Publication A B C D E G I J L N O P Q S T CC DD FF GG JJ Stinson & Bhat 2003  X X  X  X X  X           

Sener et al. 2009  X  X  X    X   X        
Menghini et al. 2010 X  X      X            
Hood et al. 2011 X  X      X  X   X X      
Winters et al. 2011 X  X X X           X     
Broach et al. 2012 X X X X     X   X         
González et al. 2016   X      X        X   X 
Grond 2016 X  X X     X   X         Chen et al. 2017 X  X   X   X          X  
Majumdar & Mitra 2017   X X               X  
Vedel et al. 2017  X X    X          X    
Zimmerman et al. 2017 X  X X    X X            
Bernardi et al. 2018         X     X X      
Ghanayim & Bekhor 2018   X    X  X       X  X   
Hardinghaus & Papantoniou 2020   X  X     X          

 

Sum/incidence 7/10 4/10 13/15 6/8 3/4 2/4 3/5 2/3 9/9 3/5 1/1 2/4 1/1 2/12 2/7 2/3 2/4 1/1 2/3 1/1  3.1.2 Matrix analysis An analysis of the matrix reveals several findings of cycling route choice research. First, impact of road and trip characteristics seems to be studied more excessively than the impact from user characteristics and built environment features. This is supported by three points: (i) The number of factors classified to either road or trip characteristics totals as 13 out of 20 factors (A through R) which can also be observed as clear clustering towards left and middle sections on the matrix. (ii) While 8 out of 11 road characteristics and 5 out of 6 trip characteristics were found significant at least once, only 2 factors of user characteristics out of 11 were identified as significant. Factors of built environment features did fare better as 5 out of 8 were found to be significant at least once. (iii) The sum of significance hits indicated by X for factors of road characteristics is 40 and 16 for trip characteristics while user characteristics and built environment features only received 4 and 8 hits respectively. Secondly, the impact of 8 factors, namely gradient, controlled intersections, bike facility, traffic volume, trip length, trip purpose, travel time and gender seem to be studied most based on their frequent emergence in route choice studies. Thirdly factors with highest sum/incidence ratios are gradient, bike facility, traffic volume, road quality, trip length and left and right turns. Finally the rate of significance among factors of selected literature was 20/36 meaning that 56% of the factors were found to be significant at least once while 44% of the factors were never found to be significant. 
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This does not imply that the insignificant factors have no effect; on the contrary it may refer that the factor was observed to have no influence on a particular cultural or spatial setting (such as road class in studies by Grond (2016) and Hardinghaus and Papantoniou (2020)), or that influence exists but its effect was deemed weaker than the effect from several other factors and therefore such factor was not selected (such as weather influence in study by Winters et al. (2011)). In the end the matrix presents that even though the selected literature has sparse cultural, spatial and temporal variance, the collected literature contains great number of different factors that are theorised to have an effect on cyclists’ route choice. Moreover literature contributes to the results suggesting that cyclists value especially designated bike facilities and on the other hand strongly disfavour steep hills, heavy traffic volume and long travel distances.  3.1.3 Defining study factors and factor levels The study factors were determined based on the matrix, compatibility with the Helmet 4 and suitability for context of Greater Helsinki. Factors of interest are considered as those frequently emerge in cycling route choice studies while also being estimated to be very preferable to cyclists. A process of factor number limitation took place twice before final factors were concluded. In first stage the number of factors presented in the matrix were reduced from 20 to 11 and some of the cut off contenders included bridge facility due to Greater Helsinki not having frequent bridge facilities and scenery as it was not possible to determine which routes would be classified as beautiful, boring or between in this project due to sheer amount of required data. At that point remaining factors were (i) gradient, (ii) controlled intersections, (iii) bike facility, (iv) traffic volume, (v) road quality, (vi) road class, (vii) trip length, (viii) travel time, (ix) left and right turns, (x) street green and (xi) street lighting. Both remaining factors of built environment features were ultimately omitted. Street green was dropped due to a lack of adequate regional data while street lighting was let go due to lighting coverage already being high and prerequisite to ensure safeness and comfortability during Finland’s long periods of seasonal darkness. Possibility to include turns was discontinued due to difficulties in implementing impedances for cycling turning actions in Emme model. Travel time too was not selected because of restrictions on model implementation. Final factor that was left out was road quality. While Greater Helsinki has large number of cycling routes with non-asphalt pavement material such as gravel, a comprehensive data containing such information was not available at this point. The conclusive six chosen factors for this study therefore are (1) bike facility, (2) road class, (3) traffic volume, (4) controlled intersection, (5) gradient and (6) trip length.  Bike facility and trip length are presented to have high influence on route preferences. Current route choice model of Helmet 4 was established to have preference indicators for bicycle facilities and 
minimises cyclists’ travel distance. It is therefore important to measure their effects based on route choice framework and to observe whether similar effects are present in end results. Road class was found to have some effect on preferences in literature with minor classes such as residential and collector streets being favoured over higher classes like arterials. Because the factor is already embedded in the model network, integration of estimated results can be performed with ease. Traffic volume indicated high significance in the matrix and the model includes suitable data for the factor to be included. It is at this point important to notify that traffic volume correlates strongly with road class which should be paid attention to during modelling. Controlled intersections refer to intersections with signals and stop signs as a control mechanism. Even though the factor indicated weaker effect in the matrix a desire to include it was present due to sufficient traffic signal data being available while the effect from stop signs is not observed. Finally, while Greater Helsinki can be considered to have quite flat terrain, differences in elevation frequently do exist throughout cycling 
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routes. Gradient was also presented to have an influence within Finnish cycling planning guidelines which supported the decision to choose gradient as the last sixth factor.  After identification of study factors factor levels have to be determined for each in order to measure change in each factor’s influence. A level in this context indicates how a factor can change in different situations. Main street and arterial road for example vary considerably between features of road geometry, speed limits and traffic flow causing them to have different impact on road users. In the end both are however classified as a type of road class. Determining enough levels for each factor is essential task as too few levels may not be enough to describe the factor’s level of change accurately while identifying too many levels produces unnecessary complexity. Figure 7 presents an illustration on why including sufficient number of levels is essential to better explain the effect of experienced utility. Although the first graph presents a positive linear effect between two levels, only with the introduction of more levels is the true form of utility function truly revealed.  

 Figure 7. Change in utility function’s level of explanation with increasing number of levels (references Hensher et al. 2005, 107)  Current levels of bike facility in Helmet 4 are split into four facilities that are founded on city of 
Helsinki’s bicycle infrastructure classification. The levels in question are mixed traffic (sekaliikenne), bike lane (pyöräkaista), adjacent cycle path (kadun-, tienvarren pyörätie) and separated cycle path (erotettu pyörätie). Same levels were used in this project due to them already being in the model and having enough levels to explain cyclists’ behaviour considering bicycle facility use. For road class three levels titled as local street, main street and arterial road were chosen. Because the current model does not strictly differentiate between living streets and collector streets, it was determined sufficient to use local street to describe their effect. Highways were not included because they always have a separated bicycle facility and combinations with the other three bike facility levels would have been unrealistic. For traffic volume four levels were determined in order to better explain its continuous nature and the levels were denoted as light, moderate, substantial and heavy. For both light-controlled intersections and gradient three levels were determined. For the first levels circumstances that were thought to not cause disutility were selected which were denoted as no signals and no hills. Second levels included characteristics that were thought to be cause of low level of disutility and these were determined as 1 to 2 light-controlled intersections and moderate hills. Last levels were thought to be cause of large disutility among cyclists which were determined as at least 2 light-controlled intersections and steep hills. No designated levels were presented for trip length as it would contain length value of a particular route. Table 6 contains all of the described levels with their definitions.     
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Table 6. Identified factors and determined levels with definitions  Factor name Factor definition Level name Level definition 1 Bike facility Type of the facility used by cyclists Mixed traffic Bike lane Adjacent cycle path Separated cycle path 

Cyclists ride among motorized vehicles On road painted bike lane Designated cycle path for cyclists next to a road Cycle path that is completely separated from road 
2 Road class Type of the road that cyclists would either ride on or ride close to 

Local street Main street Arterial road 
The route follows small residential and collector streets The route follows main streets The route follows arterial roads 

3 Traffic volume Amount of traffic volume present along the route 
Light Moderate Substantial Heavy 

Roads along the route have hardly any cars Roads along the route have some cars Roads along the route have noticeable amount of cars Roads along the route are full of cars 
4 Light-controlled intersection Number of light-controlled intersections on the route 

No signals Few signals Many signals 
There are no light-controlled intersections There are one to two light-controlled intersections There are at least three light-controlled intersections 

5 Gradient Gradient of terrain along the route No hills Moderate hills Steep hills 
There are no noticeable hills along the route There are moderate hills along the route There are steep hills along the route 

6 Trip length Length of the route Trip length Describes length of the trip 
 
3.2 Conducting a stated preference survey 
3.2.1 Determining primary study method After identification of study factors, data reflecting preferences of the study area’s cyclists must be acquired. Ideally one should strive to benefit from both SP and RP data in order to make up for their disadvantages but gathering and applying both types of data simultaneously demands comprehensive understanding from researchers which was found to be too exhaustive for this project. A solution to this was the decision to self-gather one type of data and aim to acquire the other type of data from a third party. Strava Inc (Strava 2021) specialises in tracking running and cycling activities by utilising GPS enabled devices through which individuals can then keep track of their exercise accomplishments. Importantly all disaggregate data that Strava collects is aggregated to protect individuality of their users. This means that while collaborating stakeholders are unable to receive information on made individual trips such as origin-destination pairs, they are able to gain knowledge describing which routes people prefer to use and in what kind of environments people congregate to. Strava has cooperated with numerous stakeholders who have benefited from such data with one being city of Helsinki who wanted to study opportunities in which such data could be beneficial and to compare Strava data’s accountability against their own data, and the results were found to be similar (Tarnanen et al. 2017). Further observations with Strava’s dashboard revealed that they have large number of active users in Greater Helsinki who utilise the software for cycling. Data was deemed to be unfit for factor estimation purposes due to being highly aggregated, but it was seen as potential information for validating results produced with SP study. This could be achieved by measuring similarities in demand between modelled routes and routes that are actually popular among cyclists. Such setting was found to be suitable for HSL as they were initially already interested in conducting a quantitative survey in this study. The decision to self-gather study data with a stated preference 
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survey was made and estimated results would be validated with revealed preference data in collaboration with Strava. Additional supporting data for validation would be also searched.  3.2.2 Choice set generation In stated preference research choice set is generated so that it can be presented to individuals to estimate choice outcomes. Which choice set generation method is used and how the choice set is presented to the individuals are two essential matters that have to be specified. First it was determined how the survey structure would be presented to respondents and the decision to apply discrete choice experiment over conjoint analysis was made. Louviere et al. (2010, 59, 62) explain that while CA holds some connections to utility theory it does not explain individual related behaviour and is instead applied to study choice behaviour of numbers. DCE on the other hand is founded on random utility theory and the method can comprehensively explain choice behaviour of individuals. In the end the prominence of using DCE in SP conducted route choice researched is reinforced by the fact that all of the inspected stated preference studies applied DCE.  Prior to determining a choice set generation method, comprehending the scale of the current set of factors and their levels with full factorial design was necessary. A full factorial design is a design that contains every possible factor combination, and with two factors that have four levels and four factors that have three levels produced 1296 (42 × 34) alternatives. The number was clearly way too large and it had to be reduced to a manageable size during choice set generation. For this a fractional factorial design among orthogonal designs was tested against D-optimal design of optimal designs, and both design styles were experimented with numerous ways. Fractional factorial designs were produced with statistical analysis software SPSS while D-optimal designs were created with DoE.wrapper package (Groemping 2020) in programming language R. It was mentioned that orthogonal designs ensure zero correlation between factors but they are not statistically as efficient as optimal designs. Rose and Bliemer (2009, 12-13) explain D-optimal design to attempt at maximising factor level differences to produce statistically efficient design with minimised d-error. Optimally generated designs will however introduce correlation between factors and a factor level that is particularly dominant may end up governing across the design. Hensher et al. (2005, 116) add non-orthogonal designs to be subject to producing higher shared variation and less unique variation for each factor due to emerging correlation. The estimated parameters are therefore more likely to have incorrect results or even incorrect sign. Furthermore Kim and Park (2017, 443) explain that using D-optimal design optimally requires prior knowledge about the factors’ influence. While literature offers insight on factor influence, the influence is always context based and no absolute value can be derived from literature (Hensher et al. 2005, 74). Such knowledge could be obtained by conducting a pre-pilot study to discover preliminary influence of factors and their values but this option was not possible within the timeframe of this study. In the end Rose and Bliemer (2009, 17) note that if the collected sample will be large enough there should not be a statistical problem and large differences between orthogonal and optimal designs, and efficient choice set generation should become a primary object when observing small and finite sample. Estimating factors for the purpose of testing their influence in travel demand modelling meant that observing and measuring individual impact of each factor as much as possible is essential which led to the decision to use fractional factorial orthogonal design as the experimental design style for choice set generation.  Before generation input values had to be determined for trip length, and the chosen values range between 3-6.5km. This range however had to be broken to smaller parts as the design would otherwise interpret there to be 8 levels for trip length which would significantly increase size of the design. 
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Short, medium and long trips were chosen to which the values were allocated. Fractional factorial orthogonal design generated was generated with SPSS and the result produced 32 alternatives based on number of input levels. Each alternative would therefore include one level from each of the six factors. The number of alternative pairs that would be presented to each individual had to be defined to prevent the survey from becoming too exhaustive. Several ways to assign the alternatives into equally sized blocks (groupings) with reasonable amount of pair were tested and evaluated based on how much information each block would extract and level of fatigue after answering to questions from a single block. Final selected design split the 32 alternatives into four blocks with each block having eight unlabelled choice questions between two alternatives for each individual to respond. The number is in line with literature as Sener et al. (2009, 8) presented four, Vedel et al. (2017, 55) six and Hardinghaus and Papantoniou (2020, 4) eight choice questions to respondents in their surveys. Even though larger number of questions can extract more data, smaller quantity of questions reduces length of the survey and consequently may ensure better response rate and focus among respondents. Small modifications were made to the choice to make them more realistic. Alternatives having an option of 1 to 2 signals were changed equally to either have one or two signals, and traffic volume was removed from alternatives that included separated cycle path facility. Final choice pairs were evaluated so that no alternative would completely dominate the other.  3.2.3 Data collection with an online SP survey Computer assisted web interview was selected as the method to collect SP data from cyclists concerning their route choice preferences. The method was chosen over CAPI as its advantages include being easy to conduct with small number of researchers, being easy to spread around to stakeholder groups, cost-efficiency and responding to the survey is made very flexible for respondents. Because the researcher in this case would not be in a direct contact with respondents like in CAPI, the survey has to be carefully planned to ensure clear instructions to avoid it from having ambiguous questions and without being too exhaustive to complete. This was achieved first with planning of the survey and later supported with a conducted pilot survey to gain feedback. The survey was designed with Webropol software (Webropol 2021) and the structure was split into two main sections that would be relatively easy to complete with ensured response anonymity. Active cyclists over 15 years old were targeted to ease data collection. First section presented the DCE by using the four choice set groups and the second half asked respondents their socio-demographic background and cycling habits. While it is not uncommon to present background related questions later in a survey, this order of beginning the survey with the DCE was chosen to minimise response fatigue and to prevent participants from dropping out early. By beginning with the important choice questions requiring participants’ focus, it was assumed that they would be more willing to fill the less-demanding background related questions and complete the survey. Instructions requested respondents to imagine themselves at a hypothetical scenario and definitions for different types of bicycle facilities were also clarified. Each participant was given randomly one choice set to respond containing 8 questions between two alternatives. Each question would ask respondents to choose the alternative that is more suitable to their preferences. In addition choice studies may include either no-choice option or delay-choice option as one of the alternatives. These options allow researchers to better observe real situations where there is an actual opportunity to not choose any of the presented options or delay the choice action. Hensher et al. (2005, 176) argue that having either option as an alternative might become a hindrance when examining factors’ levels of influence between alternatives. Forcing participants to choose between alternatives without the ability to skip or delay extracts more information about the relationship between the choice and its levels. Moreover both no-choice and delay-choice do not by themselves describe anything and require further questioning to understand 
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why the respondent made such choice. This would lead to a larger and more exhaustive survey which is conflicting with the survey plan. Their argument is supported by Veldwijk et al. (2014, 8) who found that participants are more likely to not choose an alternative when the choice situation is unfamiliar to them. This can be avoided by assigning them with a set of practice choices but this too will make the survey more demanding. They also state that including the option to opt out will reduce the effectiveness of the DCE due to increased number of alternatives. With the presented arguments it was decided to not to incorporate no-choice or delay-choice option to the DCE.  Each presented alternative was supplemented with an illustration which is a common practice in SP cycling route choice studies to assist respondents in imagining possible outlook for each alternative. Illustration styles vary between studies (see Vedel et a. 2017, 56; Hurtubia et al. 2015, 466; Majumdar & Mitra 2017, 181-182 and Hardinghaus & Papantoniou 2020, 5) but the general consensus maintains simplicity in order to present them better as hypothetical and supportive suggestions. Initially the study opted for simple artistic illustrations but encountered setbacks led to a decision to find other options. An alternative solution was found by using photographs that would resemble each choice alternative to a degree. Suitable photographs were first searched using online street map software Mapillary (Mapillary 2021) and then filtered into pencil sketches to decrease their intensity and the chance of respondents choosing an alternative based on its scenic outlook rather than its contents. An exemplary choice pair that was presented to some respondents is shown in figure 8.  

 Figure 8. Choice pair example  Second section in the survey asked cyclists for their socio-demographic information and cycling habits. In order to know basic information concerning respondents’ backgrounds for sampling, living municipality, age group, gender and cycling experience were asked. Information concerning level of education, income, number of household cars and ethnicity were not perceived to hold meaningful value in this setting and were not part of this survey. Income and ethnicity particularly may discourage 
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potential respondents due to being more personal questions noted by Hood et al. (2011, 66). Questions of cycling habits asked respondents their purpose of cycling, when they generally cycle, average trip length and frequency and whether they already have an electric bike or would like to have one. Particularly the last question aimed to observe if those who frequently ride with an e-bike or those who have seriously considered getting one would experience changes in their route preferences.  A pilot survey was conducted in Finnish during one week in August to gain an overview how the 
survey’s contents were perceived. The pilot requested participants to evaluate understandability and readability of instructions and questions as well as its enjoyability. Practicality of the illustrations was tested which were found to work well. 19 participants consisting of members of a regional cycling association and HSL research experts evaluated the survey. Based on given comments number of points were improved including removing redundant questions, reducing amount of text and 
improving illustrations’ visibility. Concurrently the survey’s easiness of navigation and completion with either computer, phone or tablet was ensured, and that collected data format was appropriate and easily cleanable for result examination. After final review the contents were translated alongside Finnish into Swedish and English. The survey was opened at the beginning of September, and it was up during rest of the month. HSL made news about the survey which were available at their online and social media channels. Information about the survey was also shared to multiple stakeholders including a regional cycling association and municipals who shared the survey at their online and social media channels. Brochures were also designed and distributed locally at two transport hubs in Helsinki and Espoo with bicycle parking facilities to acquire responses from cyclists who may not follow online news and social media channels. A version of the final survey is available at appendix 1 and the brochure design is presented in appendix 2.  
3.3 Route choice model estimation 
3.3.1 Data cleaning While the survey was on-going, a discussion concerning measuring trip length on an even wider continuous range surfaced. It was recognised that addition of a new block may break orthogonality but having a control block to better measure influence of trip length was seen important due to its high influence in the current route choice model of Helmet 4. Therefore an additional fifth block was added to the survey midway. The fifth block consisted of rearranged pairs of block one and trip lengths were changed to vary between 7 and 10.5 km. To measure possible negative effect from the added block, the five-block sample would be tested and compared against sample of four blocks later during parameter estimation.  The survey was closed late September and 1069 participants partook in it. During final week the number of observed participants was particularly small most likely due to enthusiastic cyclists already having answered during earlier weeks and colder weather at the end of the Finnish cycling season. Received feedback revealed that some participants found the survey difficult to answer while others found it easier than they first perceived it to be. The decisions to not having larger choice set and not withholding option to opt out was thus successful in the sense that they did not complicate the survey further. Few respondents also desired for larger variety in presented factors. While having made the decision to limiting the number of factors to six in this project may have reduced potential information gained from the survey, it also prevented the survey from becoming too exhausting and difficult to complete to attract participants. Many positive comments were also received in which respondents found length of the survey to be good and some were intrigued with the use of DCE method. 
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Afterwards raw data was exported from Webropol for cleaning which is an essential part of CAWI due to responding process being hidden from analysts. Because the survey had very rigid structure and only recorded responses that were completely submitted, confirming responses to those questions that included an option to write additional information (to a cycling purpose for example) and checking time of completion were necessary. The first part did not indicate any faulty answers and no responses had to be removed. During the second part it was noticed that while the survey’s length was estimated to average between 5 and 10 minutes, some responses had recorded significantly longer response times. It was tested whether such values were resulting from a faulty system that kept on recording a respondent’s time until they close survey’s web address but nothing was found. These results were thus concluded to originate from respondents who had lingered on the survey for long periods of time due to interruptions that occurred while they were filling answers. Although some of the response times were significantly longer than intended average, their contents were examined to be valid and such responses were kept in the sample. Submits that were completed under 3 minutes were however removed from the sample due to having exceptionally fast completion time. Such submits were minority and the respondents most likely either based their responses on the assisting illustrations which was not intended, or they simply wanted to participate in the accompanied raffle without having any actual interest towards the study. Final sample of the study consists of 1029 unique IDs with average time of completion being 6.5 minutes. An example of collected and cleaned data is shown in appendix 3.  3.3.2 Value coding and econometric model To estimate effects of factors, a descriptive utility model and its input values have to be specified. Specifying of quantitative values that will represent each level’s input value in the estimation process is referred as value coding, and it was heavily experimented with different permutations in order to find realistic input values that indicate good statistical significance. A coded value should represent 
a factor’s feature that was present during each time an individual had to choose between alternatives. SP surveys often utilise qualitative values which are commonly coded as 1/0 dummy values to represent whether a level was present or not at a specific alternative. Presence of a hill for example can be stated by its mere existence as a binary but it can also be defined more accurately by use of quantitative gradient. Qualitative values are not therefore best representatives of realistic conditions which is an important to note when dealing with travel demand modelling. Because the aim was to measure factors’ impact in a quantitative travel demand model, input values based on existing information was opted for and final used values after numerous tested permutations are shown in table 7. Even though a route rarely consists of a single type of road class or bike facility, value of a choice alternative’s trip length was used as the input value for both. Values for levels of light-controlled intersection were similar to DCE. Traffic volume values were identified from Emme 
model’s car demand during morning peak hours while values for gradient were chosen based on city 
of Helsinki’s cycling guideline suggestions (Palo et al. 2016), and no hills/flat terrain was defined as 0-2,5%, moderate hills as 2,5-5% and steep hills to be over 5%. Lastly input values for trip lengths were alike to values in DCE. Many of the input values may seem basic, but it is important to perform testing with simplistic values to prevent necessarily complicating of the process from the start.       
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Table 7. Factor levels and their encoded values 
Factor Level Coding Definition Road class Local street Main street Arterial road 

3–10.5 km 3–10.5 km 3–10.5 km 
Values based on trip length 

Bike facility Mixed traffic Bike lane Adjacent cycle path Separated cycle path 

3–10.5 km 3–10.5 km 3–10.5 km 3–10.5 km 

Values based on trip length 

Traffic volume Light Moderate Substantial Heavy No value (with separated cycle path option) 

250 veh/h (morning peak) 750 veh/h (morning peak) 1500 veh/h (morning peak) 2000 veh/h (morning peak) 0 

0 ≤  𝑋𝑘𝑛𝑖  ≤  500 
500 <  𝑋𝑘𝑛𝑖  ≤  1000 
1000 <  𝑋𝑘𝑛𝑖  <  2000 

𝑋𝑘𝑛𝑖  ≥  2000 

Light-controlled intersections No signals Few signals Many signals 
0 1-2 3 

Number of signals present in a choice alternative 
Gradient No hills Moderate hills Steep hills 

1.25 % / 100m 3.75 % / 100m 5.00 % / 100m 
0 ≤  𝑋𝑘𝑛𝑖  ≤  2.5 

2.5 <  𝑋𝑘𝑛𝑖  <  5.0 

𝑋𝑘𝑛𝑖  ≥  5.0 
Trip Length Trip length 3–10.5 km Length of a trip in a choice alternative  

Estimation of factors’ coefficients requires specification of deterministic and random parts of utility. Model basis follows random utility theory presented in which an individual’s utility 𝑈 is the sum between deterministic component of utility 𝑉𝑛𝑖  and unobservable error component 𝜀𝑛𝑖  that is iid extreme value type 1 for an individual 𝑛 in respect to an alternative 𝑖 (McFadden 1974, Ben-Akiva & Bierlaire 1999). Survey participants were also assumed to have been following utility-maximising behaviour. Three deterministic models 0, 1 and 2 were defined and are shown in equations (4), (5) and (6). Model 0 estimates main effects as dummies to observe each level’s actual effect among cyclists of Greater Helsinki. Model 1 is a permutation of model 0 and it was used as the base model during model incorporation into Emme. Three differences exist between models 0 and 1: (i) traffic volume is represented as a continuous function. (ii) No signals and no hills were changed to base value of 0 due to having either a null or positive value, and an explanation to this will be given in 3.4.1. (iii) Trip length was removed from model 1 because the levels of road class and bike facility are already integrated with length and therefore it causes interference within the model. Lastly, model 2 is used to estimate interaction effects between main effects and SDCs to observe whether particular factors influence certain cycling demographics in Greater Helsinki. All interaction effects were first estimated in model 2 and then narrowed to only those that were statistically significant.     
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𝑉0 = 𝛽1𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑛𝑖 +  𝛽2𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽3𝐴𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽4𝑀𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽5𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽6𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑛𝑖 
+ 𝛽7𝑆𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑛𝑖 +  𝛽8𝐿𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽9𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽10𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽11𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑦𝑛𝑖 
+ 𝛽12𝑁𝑜𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽13𝐹𝑒𝑤𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑛𝑖 +  𝛽14𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑦𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽15𝑁𝑜𝐻𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑛𝑖 
+ 𝛽16𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐻𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽17𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑝𝐻𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽18𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝑛𝑖                                                                   (4)  
𝑉1 = 𝛽1𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑛𝑖 +  𝛽2𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽3𝐴𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽4𝑀𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽5𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽6𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑛𝑖 
+ 𝛽7𝑆𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑛𝑖 +  𝛽8𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑖(𝐿𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 + 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 + 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑦) 
+ 𝛽9𝐹𝑒𝑤𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽10𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑦𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽11𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐻𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽12𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑝𝐻𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑛𝑖                (5)  
𝑉2 = 𝛽1𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑛𝑖 +  𝛽2𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽3𝐴𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽4𝑀𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽5𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽6𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑛𝑖 
+ 𝛽7𝑆𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑛𝑖 +  𝛽8𝐿𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽9𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽10𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽11𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑦𝑛𝑖 
+ 𝛽12𝑁𝑜𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽13𝐹𝑒𝑤𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑛𝑖 +  𝛽14𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑦𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑛𝑖 

+ 𝛽15𝑁𝑜𝐻𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽16𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐻𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽17𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑝𝐻𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽18𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝑛𝑖 
+ 𝛽𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑛(𝐵𝑖𝑘𝑒𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 + 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡) 
+ 𝛽𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑛(𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 + 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑠) +  𝛽𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑛(𝑅𝑜𝑎𝑑𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 + 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑠) 
+ 𝛽𝐵𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑛(𝑅𝑜𝑎𝑑𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 + 𝐵𝑖𝑘𝑒𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡)                                                                   (6)   Multinomial logit model was chosen to model random part of utility. Recent SP studies (Vedel et al. 2017; Majumdar & Mitra 2017 and Hardinghaus & Papantoniou 2020) have applied mixed logit over MNL to allow existence of heterogeneity among responses. Mixed models however have increased complexity in estimation process which was not perceived to be desirable aspect at this point. Probability of an individual 𝑛 choosing a route 𝑖 when [𝑈𝑛𝑖 ≥ 𝑈𝑛𝑗] is given by 
 

𝑃𝑖 =
𝑒𝛽𝑋𝑛𝑖

∑ 𝑒𝛽𝑋𝑛𝑗𝐽
𝑗=1

;  𝑗 = 1 … 𝑖 … 𝐽,   𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 (7) 
 where the probability of choosing alternative 𝑖  out of a set of 𝐽 alternatives is the ratio between observed utility for an alternative 𝑖 and sum of all observed utilities among set of 𝐽 alternatives.  Estimation was performed in Python with PandasBiogeme that is designed for logit estimations and especially for modelling discrete choice events. The package utilises Pandas package for data management while the estimation itself is done using Biogeme’s syntax. Biogeme is case sensitive and the feed data has to be exact for the modelling to proceed (Bierlaire 2020). Each participant responded to eight choice questions producing 8232 (1029 x 8) data points for estimation. Raw data included all of the responses from each participant on the same row which had to be modified so that each row would only describe which alternatives were present during each choice question and what alternative respondent ultimately ended up choosing. This process was then performed for each participant meaning that each individual would produce eight rows of choice data. To automate this process a Python script was written that converted the sample data into a data frame by utilising Pandas. The script checks which block was assigned to each ID and then wrote encoded values of 
that block’s alternatives into a designated text file. Afterwards it appended the alternative that the respondent actually chose being either 1 for alternative A or 2 for alternative B. Lastly information concerning respondent’s gender, age group, cycling purpose and whether they use e-bike was appended at the end. Running the script created a csv file after which the contents were checked in Excel before converting the file to a tab separated format. The file was now ready for estimation in 
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PandasBiogeme and another script was written with Biogeme’s syntax generating the coefficients for each level and describing statistical significance of the model. Appendix 4 presents the script that was used to convert raw data and an example of the result. Appendix 5 instead shows the script that was used to perform parameter estimations.        
3.4 Model integration with HELMET 
3.4.1 Network data confirmation and modification Last stage of the study observed whether applying the results from route choice theory could potentially improve route choice forecasting accuracy in travel demand modelling. The stage consisted of network modification, expression formulation and result validation. At the beginning configurations for both Emme and Helmet 4 had to be first completed which generated the network and five scenarios among which bicycle scenario was of interest. Afterwards a forecast based on 2030 Greater Helsinki land use, housing and transportation data was ran in HELMET to produce travel demands for the respective scenarios. It was also decided that testing would focus on morning peak hours. During factor identification majority of the factors were determined to have existing network data and thus it was necessary to confirm format of the data.  Inspecting network attributes revealed existing and suitable data to be available for road class, bike facility, traffic volume and light-controlled intersections. Bike facility information was found under link attribute ‘@pyoratieluokka’ with values between 0-4 where 0 corresponds to mixed traffic, 1 to bike lane, 2 to adjacent cycle path, 3 to separated cycle path and 4 to baana. Baana is a high class separated cycle path that was not part of the SP survey as it resembles separated cycle path and the extent of its corridors is still quite limited. Information concerning road class was found under link attribute ‘type’ with values 127-132 corresponding to types of arterial roads, 133-137 corresponding to types of main streets, and 138-142 corresponding to types of local streets. Some links with type id < 100 were also observed to have been coded for cycling. To apply effect of traffic volume, auto volumes had to be copied from a scenario modelling car traffic morning peak hours to the bicycle scenario as a new link attribute called ‘@volau’. Lastly, specific types of links in the network include signals which were used to observe effect of light-controlled intersections. A new link attribute called 
‘@signals’ was created to describe whether signals are present at that link. However, as the data would be used to compute a utility for each link, implementing a way to include the effect from more than one signal was not found to be possible at this stage. This was because the used syntax does not enable accumulation of signals, meaning that it there was no way to know whether the previous links along chosen route had already included signals. Because of this the effect from factor level FewSignals could only be applied to measure effect of signals while the effect from ManySignals had to be omitted altogether.  The cycling network did not include any elevation information, making it impossible to model routing with effect from gradient. A solution to this was achieved by using a popular and open-source GIS program QGIS (QGIS 2021). Bicycle network nodes were exported from Emme as a shapefile format and were brought into QGIS. Data containing elevation information was acquired from National Land Survey of Finland as laz file grids which are based on lidar point cloud data. Working with point cloud format was found difficult and numerous ways were experimented with prior to finding a solution that would convert the desired xyz information from las to shp. The data was first cleaned from other classifications except for ground samples by using a LAStools (rapidlasso 2021) plugin. All z points below 0 were removed and the whole data was thinned out by keeping every 50th point 
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to reduce each grid’s size from tens of millions points to 100 000s. The same tool was used to convert the data into a tab delimited txt format for small manual modification. After this the contents could be converted to a shapefile that would contain correct xyz information. The nodes and the elevation points were combined into a shapefile with spatial join based on nearest neighbour method and imported back to Emme under new node attribute ‘@korkeus’. This process was performed only for those nodes in the capital area and 65.4% of all nodes now contained elevation information. Extent of the nodes with elevation information is illustrated in Emme network of figure 9.  

 Figure 9. Red circles illustrate extent of the network that now has elevation information  3.4.2 Expression formulation After network modifications were finished utilities had to be assigned to links in expression formulation. This was performed with network calculator tool in which the utility model 1 of equation (5) is to be expressed. Resulting values would be assigned into an extra attribute ‘@bike_utils’. The expression describing relative utility 𝑈 for a link 𝑙 is shown in equation (8) as a form of Emme expression syntax. An essential matter concerning sign of the computed utilities has to be explained which was noted in 3.3.2. As the utilities will be used as a generalised cost in traffic assignment, the values cannot be negative or else trip assignment is prevented from proceeding. The resulting link utilities by the expression are therefore required to have value equal to 0 or higher. This was solved in model 1 by using two steps. First, all levels with positive coefficient would be changed to a base value so that only negative coefficients are included in the expression. Secondly, -1 multiplier would added to beginning of the formula to convert its sign. As a result the values only range between 0 and positive real numbers. This change somewhat converts the traditional meaning of utility, as in this 
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case links with high positive value act as deterrents while links with values close to 0 act as attractors. Additional points concerning equation (8) are further addressed. First, road class and bike facility parameters are multiplied with length as they were estimated with the effect of trip length. Secondly, even though baana was not part of the SP survey, a fitting coefficient has to be defined for it. Due to a baana being in reality a high class separated cycle path, a beta that would have slightly better (positive) coefficient would be assigned to it in the expression. Even though current number of baanas is quite small, numerous new facilities are being planned around across Greater Helsinki meaning that its presence and influence will increase in future.  
𝑈𝑙 = −1 ∗ (𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ (𝛽1𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 ∗ (𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 ≥ 138 &&𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 ≤ 142 ||𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 < 100) + 
𝛽2𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑛 ∗ (𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 ≥ 133 && 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 ≤ 137) + 𝛽3𝐴𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 ∗ (𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 ≥ 127 && 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 ≤ 132) + 
𝛽4𝑀𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 ∗ (@𝑝𝑦𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑘𝑘𝑎 == 0) +  𝛽5𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑒 ∗ (@𝑝𝑦𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑘𝑘𝑎 == 1) + 
𝛽6𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 ∗ (@𝑝𝑦𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑘𝑘𝑎 == 2) + 𝛽7𝑆𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 ∗ (@𝑝𝑦𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑘𝑘𝑎 == 3) + 

𝛽𝐵𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑎 ∗ (@𝑝𝑦𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑘𝑘𝑎 == 4)) + 𝛽8𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 ∗ @𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑢 + 

𝛽9𝐹𝑒𝑤𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑠 ∗ (@𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑠 == 1) + 𝛽10𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐻𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑠 ∗ ((@𝑘𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑢𝑠 − @𝑘𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑢𝑠𝑗) ∗

100 < −2.5  && (@𝑘𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑢𝑠 − @𝑘𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑢𝑠𝑗)/𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ ∗ 100 ≥ −5) + 
𝛽11𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑝𝐻𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑠 ∗ ((@𝑘𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑢𝑠 − @𝑘𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑢𝑠𝑗)/𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ ∗ 100 < −5))                                               (8)  After link utilities were computed traffic assignment could be performed. In the process cycling demand is assigned to the network by utilising the computed utilities to describe generalised cost of each link. Prior to assignment link, the volume delay functions that were presented in table 2 describing average speeds on different link sections were changed to 0 to prevent influence on results. Traffic assignments were first tested as standard assignment and later as stochastic assignment with Gumbel distribution having mode value of 1 and scale of 0.05. There were efforts to increase scale value to see wider network distribution effect but scale values around 0.40 began to result to a negative value which would terminate the assignment early. Besides, even at that point, no differences were perceived in distributed demand between standard and stochastic assignments. Several permutations were tested during this process of link expression formulation and traffic assignment with new coefficients being estimated for each permutation. Models that were considered to reflect best behaviour of cyclists were taken further into validation.  3.4.3 Route choice model validation Assignment results were validated against two sets of external data and Helmet 4’s route choice that is already applied in regional forecasts for transport and land use impact assessments, and strategic planning. First set of data was available through stationary counters that are used for tracking cyclists and pedestrians along popular routes within the capital area (Eco counter 2021). These eco counters collect and publish daily activity of passing individuals and the information was used as a validation tool for perceiving the scale of cyclists at determined counter points. The observed quantities were then compared against volume results of Helmet 4 and new route choice models. Time period between January and November 2021 was chosen over pre-pandemic 2019 due to there being more available counters. To measure whether there was a significant difference between the years, quantities between 2019 and 2021 were observed. Majority of the counters presented very similar daily averages and only few counters at high demand routes (such as Kaivokatu and Eteläesplanadi) indicated fluctuation. Eco counters describe quantity as daily average from which 35% was taken to represent scale of cyclists during morning peak hours. With the assembled data, comparisons were performed among best fitting models to further shrink their numbers. It was noticed that no volume and dummy 
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volume models particularly suggested better results over other model permutations at this stage as their assigned volumes best matched with counter and Helmet 4 results meaning that they indicated best reflection of cyclists’ behaviour.   Second set of available data came from Strava who permitted the use of aggregated RP data through their Metro dashboard for OD path finding validation (Strava Metro 2021). Several OD pairs within each of the four capital area municipalities were defined to observe which routes cyclists choose between Strava, Helmet 4 route choice and modelled results. To find pathing choice of Strava users, routes tool of Metro dashboard was used which presents most direct and most popular route between chosen OD pair. Here most popular route option was used to represent Strava’s portion as the most direct route is a computer calculated representation of shortest path available between two points. To acquire pathing for Helmet 4 route choice and modelled results, Emme’s shortest path tool was used to reveal traversed routes. The tool requires origins as root node IDs and destinations as leaf node IDs which were specified in QGIS and imported to Emme as separate node attributes. The tool also includes options for link and turn costs. For Helmet 4 route choice link costs were given by link 
attribute ‘timau’ which was created during cycling scenario run period. For modelled results the costs were given similarly to traffic assignments by link attribute @bike_utils. Turn costs were not included as there due to lack in applicable data. The shortest path tool was used to determine routing for each OD pair by using its shortest path algorithm that puts emphasis on minimising cost of the route. The algorithm was observed to rigidly minimise route cost as – in some cases – route sections were observed to detour significantly from shorter alternatives to reduce total amount of produced disutility. In addition a second set of routes were traced for the new models with A-star algorithm of the same tool that puts emphasis on optimising route directness rather than cost. A-star was included as a way to compare the algorithms as some paths created with the shortest path algorithm diverged significantly to reduce overall route cost which was not seen as a rational behaviour. Functionality of route choice modelling as a part of travel demand modelling was validated by observing realism in modelled pathing and how much the modelled results overlap with Strava and Helmet 4 route choice results.  
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4 Results 
Main study findings are presented in this section which is split into three chapters. Chapter 4.1 will provide a description on the collected sample inspecting characteristics of the responding cyclists. In chapter 4.2 main and interaction estimation results for route choice models are revealed. Last chapter of this section presents what kind of observations were made during the process of incorporating route choice modelling into Helmet 4 as well as provides description on validation of results.  
4.1 Survey sample description 
4.1.1 Socio-demographic characteristics of cyclists The following results describe who the participating cyclists were from socio-demographic standpoint and what cycling habits they were perceived to have. Starting with participants’ residency, table 8 shows number of responses from each municipality, regional percentage and the total cleaned sample size. Most responses were by far received from Helsinki cyclists which was expected as it is by far the largest municipality in the region with active cyclist population and endeavours towards developing urban cycling. Other municipalities with high response activity were Espoo, Järvenpää, Tuusula and Vantaa. From rest of the Greater Helsinki only a handful of responses were received. No responses were received from Mäntsälä, Vihti and Siuntio, and 12 responses were received form cyclists living outside the study area. Obtaining at least a small number of responses from each municipality would have been desirable but this was not successful. Statistics Finland (figure 2) indicates capital area’s population to account for 78% of the whole region’s population. Because the study was not able to collect responses from each municipality, the 91% capital area respondent rate indicates oversampling among inhabitants of the largest municipalities. Even though the study was unsuccessful in attaining a comprehensive sample distribution among the region’s municipalities, the sample nonetheless presents wide demographic distribution among those cyclists who did participate.  Table 8. Number of respondents among municipalities Area Municipality Respondents (n) Area-based percentage (%) Capital Espoo 168 

90.7 Capital Helsinki 688 Capital Kauniainen 2 Capital Vantaa 75 
KUUMA Hyvinkää 1 

8.2 

KUUMA Järvenpää 25 KUUMA Kerava 9 KUUMA Kirkkonummi 6 KUUMA Mäntsälä 0 KUUMA Nurmijärvi 1 KUUMA Pornainen 3 KUUMA Sipoo 4 KUUMA Tuusula 35 KUUMA Vihti 0 
Other Siuntio 0 1.1 Other Other 12 

 Total 1029 100 
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Figure 10. Sample gender distribution  Gender distribution of figure 10 shows very good balance between male and female respondents with female respondents being slight majority. Some responses were also received from people who identify as non-binary and from people who did not want to share their gender. Numerous cycling route choice studies have shown males as clear dominant gender group which is not the case in this study. This is suggested by studies like Hood et al. (2011, 65) where 79% participants were males. Similar results are presented by many other studies such as Chen et al. (2017, 9), Ghanayim and Bekhor (2018, 160), González et al. (2016, 6) and Hardinghaus and Papantoniou (2020, 6) with their respective distributions being 72%, 73%, 63% and 60% for male participation. In some cases women have been purposefully oversampled to balance the gender ratio. Broach et al. (2012, 1732) were able to collect a sample with 44% female participation which is high ratio when compared to the other mentioned studies.  

 Figure 11. Sample age group distribution  
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Distribution of age groups is shown in figure 11. The survey’s age groups follow distribution used by HSL in their transport behaviour surveys. Shape of results resembles normal distribution with working class in the middle and teen and elderly groups being at tail ends. To test the sample against normal distribution, a QQ (quantile-quantile) plot was made and shown in figure 12. The age groups are distributed into five bins where the difference in sample z-score and normal theoretical z-score was measured. Results indicate the sample to fit well within normal distribution, and only the smallest group aged between 15 and 17 can be seen to deviate. Largest respondent group with 39% of all responses were between 30 and 44 years old while teens between 15 and 17 years old were the smallest participating group. Although the sample’s participant rate for teens is only 2%, the age range between 15 and 17 is much smaller than it is for all the other age groups which may explain its smaller share. Nevertheless the distribution shows that the study was able to gather good number of responses from the tail end groups, especially from cyclists over 64 years old. Additionally participants over 30 have more likely accumulated far greater cycling experience and are therefore are most likely more willing to participate in research surveys to further develop state of the mode. The sample also indicated 85% of the respondents between 15-17 and over 64 to live in either Espoo or Helsinki. Järvenpää, Sipoo and Tuusula were the only municipalities whose biggest respondent group was from the 45-64-year age group instead of 30-44. Those participating from outside Greater Helsinki were mostly between 18-29 and 45-64 years old.  

 Figure 12. QQ plot of the sample distributed into five bins indicates normal distribution  Figure 13 presents how the sample contains relatively equal amount of both women and men among all age groups. Largest differences were found to be 5% higher share of women in age group between 18 and 29 and 6% higher share of men in age group between 30 and 44. The results indicate women being the majority in younger age groups of 15-17, 18-29 and oldest age group of participants over 64 while men were seen to have larger share among respondents between 30-44 and 45-64 years old.   
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 Figure 13. Distribution between gender and age of participants  

 Figure 14. Overall distribution of participants’ experience  Last surveyed demographic characteristic is related to respondents’ cycling experience. Overall experience distribution is given in figure 14 while results depicting how this experience was distributed between male and female respondents is shown figure 15. The surveyed question was based on simple qualitative self-judgement. Quantitative measurements were seen to be more measurable form but simultaneously vaguer in terms of classifying respondents strictly based on experience years. In a hindsight the question could have additionally inquired origin of the stated experience with listed alternatives such as physical riding, cycling planning and activism. The data demonstrates over half of the respondents to consider themselves as very experienced cyclists and 95% of participants being at least somewhat experienced which is in line with the study’s aim in order to reduce inconsistent results that are more likely to emerge among those who are inexperienced or cycle infrequently. Majority of the male participants considered to be very experienced cyclists while most women saw themselves as fairly experienced. While the question has ambiguity due to being 
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qualitative along with men having the tendency to overestimate their skill level and experience over women, sampling among active cycling groups is bound to attract those with genuine experience and knowledge on the subject. 97% of the male respondents classified themselves as experienced whereas 93% of female respondents saw themselves as experienced cyclists. The result indicates that while men were less willing to respond to the survey, they seemed to characterise themselves as having more knowledge concerning cycling. Presented socio-demographic background indicated that although comprehensive sample collection from the study area was not successful, the sample still presents good distribution among age groups and genders without purposefully oversampling any socio-demographic group. Additionally the efforts of sampling active and experienced cyclists was found to  be successful.  

 Figure 15. Distribution between gender and experience  4.1.2 Habits of cyclists Next habits of cyclists are presented. When asked about purposes of cycling, respondents were allowed to choose up to three choices that best describe their cycling purpose. These answers are displayed in figure 16. Leisure was found to be the most popular cycling activity as on average four out of five people claimed to often ride with leisure purpose. Other common purposes were work commuting and exercising while school commuting was found as the least favoured purpose. This can be expected due to the purpose only serving quite small group of people as primary school riders were excluded from responding. Open comments revealed an essential purpose that was missing from the list of answers concerning utility cycling activities such as shopping or visiting friends. Other occasionally emerging comments concerned bicycle touring and cycling as a means to travel over other modes.   
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 Figure 16. Distribution of cycling purposes  

 Figure 17. Distribution of cycling periods  Distributions between cycling periods concerning the seasonal time period when respondents are most willing to cycle are given in figure 17. Largest group of respondents claim to cycle throughout the year. These respondents could be viewed as cycling enthusiasts as they are willing to cycle even during snowy and chilly period. Respondents’ high experience supports the results as they are more likely to go to greater lengths in order to cycle while also having more knowledge on how to prepare for riding during winter season. 28% of the respondents are willing to cycle around the year as long as there is no snow which is seen as a large hindrance. 31% of the respondents then claim to mostly cycle only during the Finnish cycling season between April and October. Some participants replied to only cycle during summer which could be considered the season with least hindrances to riding while experiencing benefits of cycling. Other time period included open comments in which some of the respondents wanted to state that they are willing to cycle as long as temperature stays on positive degrees, when there is no slush, and when the cycle paths are well ploughed. A unified view of having 
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well maintained cycling infrastructure and its effect in sustaining cyclists’ numbers throughout the year is evident among the comments.  

 Figure 18. Distribution between trip frequency and trip length   Participants were also asked how often they cycle on average and what would be average length of a trip. The results depicting these answers are shown in figure 18. 39% of the respondents stated to cycle 4 to 5 days a week while 31% stated to cycle 1 to 3 times each week. A trip length between 5-10 km was seen as the most popular response having 33% of all responses followed by a trip length between 10 and 20 km with response rate of 26%. Therefore, on average a survey participant cycles 4 to 5 days a week between 5 to 10 km. Other common observed connections between cycling frequency and trip length concerned (i) cycling on average 1 to 3 days a week with length of 5 to 10 km, (ii) cycling 4 to 5 days a week with length of 10 to 20 km and (iii) cycling 6 to 7 days a week with a length of 5 to 10 km. It is apparent here too that the survey sample consists of active cyclists as 92% of the respondents state to ride at least 1 to 3 times a week with 92% of the trips being at least 3 to 5 km.  Last surveyed information revolved around ownership of an electric bicycle, and general experience and feelings around using one. Two alternative question groups were formed around whether a respondents has an electric bike and had noticed its effect on route choice preferences, or alternatively whether a respondent did not have one but were interested in getting one due to a potential positive effect on route choice preferences. Responses of participants stating to already own an electric bike are covered first. 10% of the respondents answered to owning an electric bike among which 78% stated to frequently use the bike’s electric assist regularly. Rest of the 22% replied to occasionally or hardly ever find need to use the appliance as they treat it like a regular bicycle. Figure 19 indicates results when asked about whether the electric bicycle has had an effect on its users’ route choice preferences. The only limitation for selecting options was that the respondents had to choose between any of the effects and “none of the above” option to prevent contradicting responses. Sum of selected options was 247, meaning that on average each respondents chose two to three options out of five. 
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 Figure 19. Distribution between experienced effects of e-bike users  Cycling longer distances, not avoiding hills and trips tending to be faster than previously were most popular answers among participants. Few also felt that they now traverse more on asphalt-free routes. Only four people replied that they had not experienced any changes in their route choice behaviour. Open comments were included under other effect, and while many of them do not concern route choice, they come across as positive effects that e-bike users have experienced. Most popular comments implied how the respondents are simply willing to cycle more and the activity has become more enjoyable. Some have found success in carrying more belongings with them while some have successfully shifted their transport habits and are now using car less than previously especially when commuting to work. Trips were said to have also become more predictable encouraging riders to try out new route alternatives. Lastly some respondents stated how cycling has become more enjoyable activity in different circumstances which is expected to refer to changing weather conditions. Based on shown sample of experienced effects and low number of respondents who had not experienced any effect after switching to using an electric bicycle, having an electric bicycle seems to have had positive and beneficial effect on many cyclists of Greater Helsinki and their route choice preferences.  90% of the participants who stated not owning an electric bike were asked whether they had thought of getting one. 34% of the respondents voiced their interest while the majority voiced of currently not being interested in acquiring one. Figure 20 presents what possible effects the respondents thought that they could experience if they were to begin to use an electric bicycle. Similarly the selection had to be made between selecting effects and not foreseeing any changes. Sum of selected options was 678 implying that on average each respondent considered two potential changes to occur after using an electric bike. Cycling longer distances and not avoiding hills as much anymore were dominating options with combined response coverage of 61%. Many also thought that they could see themselves cycling trips that last longer. While 3% of those already owning an e-bike had responded to have begun to use more asphalt-free routes, 5% of respondents could potentially see themselves riding on asphalt-free routes more often when using an electric assist. While 2% had not experienced actual changes in their route choice behaviour, a slightly larger group of 3% estimated that they are not most likely going to experience any particular changes. 
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 Figure 20. Distribution between potentially affecting effects after acquisition of an e-bike  Open comments revealed other effects that were omitted from the main questions and many similar opinions that reflected thoughts of those who already ride with electric bikes were observed. Most common changes that could possibly occur were thought to be increased winter cycling, cycling during poor weather and the possibility to commuter to work with less physical strain. The respondents are clearly interested in cycling and electric assist could alleviate negative effects during these exhausting weather circumstances. Other comments implied that they could potentially see shift in their transport behaviour and substitute cycling for car and public transportation more often. Some were also willing to cycle more often as it would not feel as exhausting. A negative effect was also apparent and was mentioned on couple occasions which concerned cyclists’ feeling of uncertainty if they were to leave their expensive e-bike to a bicycle parking. Therefore these individuals would be more willing to acquire one if central transportation hubs were to include bicycle parking spaces with better means to protect their bike and surveillance. The presented observations combined with low number of individuals who would be unlikely in experiencing impactful changes suggest together with the earlier experienced effects that electric bicycles may potentially have positive influence on 
cyclists’ route choice preferences. The results imply that many individuals would be more willing to cycle and shift from cars to bicycle if an electric bicycle was easily available to them.  
4.2 Route choice estimation results 
4.2.1 Main effect results The sections of this chapter present parameter estimation results first for main effects and secondly for interactions effects. Table 9 presents parameter estimation results for main effect models 0 and 1 performed with 5 blocks. Estimations were compared against 4 block models and the results were very similar with there being on average 18% difference in parameter value. Absolute significance of each parameter was observed to be the same along with each parameter having same sign and equal statistical significance. Addition of the fifth block to the survey in order to collect wider range of trip length information was therefore concluded to not have negatively impacted route choice estimation results at this point.  
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Table 9. Route choice model estimation results    Model 0  Model 1 Factor Parameter Coefficient t-value Coefficient t-value Road class β_Local -2.31*** -25.1 -4.90*** -33.5 
β_Main -1.37*** -13.7 -4.12*** -29.5 
β_Arterial -1.23*** -13.7 -4.11*** -27 

Bike facility β_Mixed -3.31*** -20.9 -4.91*** -2.91 
β_Lane -1.21*** -8.42 -2.91*** -25.8 
β_Adjacent -0.811*** -5 -2.39*** -19.1 
β_Separated 0.419 1.11 -2.92*** -19.5 

Traffic volume β_Light 0.0277*** 2.65   
β_Moderate 0.00196 0.524   
β_Substantial -0.00452*** -3.11   
β_Heavy -0.00611*** -5.02   
β_Volume   -0.00988*** -26.6 

Light-controlled  intersections β_NoSignals 0    
β_FewSignals -1.05*** -2.66 -0.773*** -2.44 
β_ManySignals -2.18*** -10.7 -2.00*** -11.8 

Gradient β_NoHills 1.19*** 20.8   
β_ModerateHills -1.91*** -12.8 -2.24*** -14.4 
β_SteepHills -2.22*** -17.5 -2.58*** -21.4 

Trip length β_Length -4.91*** -31.7   
Model fit      Estimated parameters  18  12  Sample size  8232  8232  Init LL  -5705.988  -5705.988  Final LL  -4027.967  -4036.941  Init LL ratio test  3356.041  3338.093  Rho-square  0.294  0.293  AIC  8091.934  8097.883  BIC  8218.218  8182.072  *** Significant at 1% level (α ≤ 0.01) Grey values indicate statistical insignificance at 95% LoC (α > 0.05)  Level of confidence was defined to be 95% and the values that are outlined with grey in  violated this limit (α > 0.05). Besides road class all parameters of model 0 indicate correct sign with separated cycle path, light traffic volume, no signals and no hills being favoured over the other levels. Similar although reduced observations can be made in model 1 where volume has been made a continuous parameter, positive values have been omitted to only include negative parameters and removal of trip length corrects its interference with road class and bike facility. Both models indicate good statistical significance with log likelihood, rho-square, Akaike Information Criterion and Bayesian Information Criterion values being practically the same. Marginal Rates of Substitution (Broach et al. 2021, 1734; Hood et al. 2011, 70-71) and contribution of utility (Stinson & Bhat 2003, 111) were computed for 

both models to describe a parameter’s influence on utility with results being shown in table 10. MRS 
describes change in a variable’s units when traded with another variable. For route choice this is often 
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denoted as an exchange between a parameter and length due to it being easier to interpret. Percentage change between parameter and distance follows  
%/∆ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = (𝐸𝑥𝑝 (

𝛽𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝛽𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
) − 1) ∗ 100   (9) 

 where 𝛽 is estimated coefficient. Contribution of utility is used to compute average impact of each parameter to be assessed. This is not possible with the estimated parameters themselves due to coding of the values having different scaling. Contribution of utility by a parameter is formulated as  
𝐴𝑣𝑔 𝑈 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝜇𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 ∗ 𝛽𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 (10)  with µ being average coded value and 𝛽 being estimated coefficient.  Table 10. Parameter unit effects based on model 0   MRS (Dis)utility contribution Factor Parameter Change in % / distance Avg coding value Avg (dis)utility 

Road class β_Local 60.1 5.6 km -12.8 
β_Main 32.2 5.6 km -7.6 
β_Arterial 28.5 5.6 km -6.8 

Bike facility β_Mixed 96.2 5.6 km -18.4 
β_Lane 27.9 5.6 km -6.7 
β_Adjacent 18.0 5.6 km -4.5 
β_Separated -8.2 5.6 km 2.3 

Traffic volume β_Light -0.6 838 veh 23.2  β_Moderate 0 838 veh 1.6  β_Substantial 0.1 838 veh -3.8  β_Heavy 0.1 838 veh -5.1 
Light-controlled intersections β_NoSignals 0 1.5 0 

β_FewSignals 23.8 1.5 -1.5 
β_ManySignals 55.9 1.5 -3.2 

Gradient β_NoHills -21.5 2.8 % 3.3 
β_ModerateHills 47.6 2.8 % -5.4 
β_SteepHills 57.2 2.8 % -6.2 

Trip length β_Length  5.6 km -27.3  Cyclists were found to prefer routes that follow main streets and arterial roads over local streets. Main streets and arterial roads were found to be equally preferred. MRS indicates cyclists to be willing to go around 30% out of their way in order to ride in the vicinity of main streets and arterial roads rather than on local streets. Local streets were also observed to produce 68% and 88% higher average disutility over main streets and arterial roads. Cyclists tend to have designated facilities in vicinity of main streets and arterial roads while on smaller streets cyclists are usually forced to traverse among mixed traffic which was found to be most disliked facility type. Local streets also tend to have less visibility, high number of turns, more hills and lower average speeds due to frequent intersections 
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and traffic calming systems. Main streets and arterial roads instead provide opportunities for direct routing and higher speed and visibility, and when combined with the study’s sample of active and experienced cyclists, they are expected to have high popularity. During parameter input value testing road class and traffic volume were however observed to have an interaction effect that would occur when traffic volume was absent from the estimated utility formula. This effect would cause beta of local street to level with the other road class alternatives while greatly decreasing statistical significance (LL -4400, R2 0.22, BIC and AIC ~8900) of the model. Because of this found effect an accurate interpretation of road class’s influence cannot be given, as it could be argued that cyclists of Greater Helsinki do not actually dislike riding next to local streets over main streets and arterial roads, and that there is no clear preference when it comes to road class. During methodology traffic volume and road class were stated to highly correlate, but this should not necessarily cause influence due to the choice set generation. Further inspections did not reveal origin of the effect and it was theorised to have formed due to a mistake in choice set generation process.   Separated cycling paths were found to be most preferable bike facility over adjacent cycle paths and bike lanes while mixed traffic conditions were considered to be the most disliked facility option. Cyclists becoming vulnerable to cars could be argued to largely contribute to their dislike when riding on road but other elements such as uneven pavement material (stones), road drainages and unavoidable traffic signals can also cause negative influence. Surrounding environment may too contribute to choosing type of facility, and the popularity of separated cycle paths might originate from better protection and due to the route alternatives often traversing through green areas. MRS shows cyclists’ willingness to travel 96.2% longer to avoid riding on mixed traffic conditions while using separated cycle path would decrease their trip length by 8.2%. Further dislike towards mixed traffic is indicated by the large 68.3% difference in produced average disutility between bike lane and mixed traffic. No large differences exist between adjacent cycle path and bike lane which can be 
expected as the facilities’ characteristics often differentiating only by curb and vertical height. Model 1 shows similar results for other parameters besides separated cycle path which has beta equal to bike lane. This was thought to originate from combination of continuous traffic volume and the fact that traffic volume was absent with separated cycling path option in the survey. While no clear explanation was found for this result it did not negatively influence final model formulation in Emme and the 
overall estimated results for bike facility are in line with cyclists’ preferences of Helmet 4 (table 2).  Light traffic volume conditions were considerably preferred over other alternatives in model 0. While MRS is unable to the explain exchange between parameter and length due to small coefficients, utility contribution indicates light traffic conditions to cause 21.6 more utility over moderate volume. Values between moderate, substantial and heavy volume are relatively similar indicating that additional levels of traffic volume do not cause significantly more disutility after certain unobserved threshold. Even though the results seem to exaggerate the share of light parameter, they do show respondents desire to ride among low traffic conditions which is supported by the preference towards separated cycle paths. Not much is interpreted of continuous volume result at this point, and its influence is further described during incorporation of the model into Helmet 4.  Routes with none or few light-controlled intersections are preferred over alternatives with several signals along the way. Cyclists were estimated to detour 23.8% and 55.9% more to avoid routes with 1 to 2 signals and at least 2 signals. Likewise routes with many signals were found to cause 32.1% higher disutility than routes having few signals. Average disutility results indicate light-controlled intersections to have smallest influence among studies factors on affecting cyclists route choice 
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preferences in Greater Helsinki. This is in line with the matrix of table 5 where light-controlled intersections is shown to have been found insignificant quite often. The result is understandable as the exchange of waiting one more set of signals or travelling further to avoid them often weights much less than the decision to cross over in order to avoid riding on a bike lane or climbing a steep hill. Furthermore complete avoidance of traffic signals in an urban setting may become difficult due to their sheer numbers which naturally dampens their impact on route preferences.  Routes without hills were greatly preferred while moderate and steep hills were found to be quite evenly disliked. MRS describes cyclists’ willingness to detour 47.6% and 57.2% to avoid moderate and steep hills while riding on routes without hills would decrease trip length by 21.5%. Similarly average utility contribution shows little difference between moderate and steep hills, and no hills option is seen to produce 8.7 and 9.5 higher utility over alternatives with hills. The small differences between moderate and steep hills implies that cyclists are more likely to choose their route depending on whether there are hills or no over elevation. This may have resulted from asking respondents to differentiate between qualitative moderate and steep hills. Greater Helsinki is also flatter than many of the locations in research literature which is why cyclists may have harder time in comparing between what counts as moderate and steep. Nevertheless the result may be a description of general discomfort towards cycling routes that have hills, and especially those that are results of poor planning.  Cyclists dislike long trip distances which was expected. Trip length has the highest disutility contribution among parameters indicating its strong impact in route choice preferences. Even though many participants responded to frequently riding trips over 20 km, these responses should be expected to concern leisure and exercise purpose. Route length optimization should be instead expected from those cycling 3-5 km and 5-10 km trips with commuting and utility purpose in mind. Lastly, besides road class and trip length, figure 21 illustrates how perceived utility changes between levels of factors.  

  

 Figure 21. Change in study factors’ utility based on number of explaining levels 
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4.2.2 Interaction effect results Estimated interaction effects between main effects and socio-demographic characteristics are given in table 11. Results that were found to be within 95% LoC (α ≤ 0.05) are only presented. The table shows comparison between men and women, commuters and leisure cyclists, and “regular” non-assisted bike and e-bike users. Preferences of the sample’s largest respondent group between 30 and 44 years old were also estimated.  Leisure cyclists were found to prefer routes that follow local and main streets over arterial roads with higher preference towards main streets. Leisure cyclists traditionally ride out of enjoyment and routes following large and noisy arterial roads might not exactly fulfil this aspect. E-bike users were observed to favour routes accompanying local streets and main streets over regular bicycle users. Those using e-bikes may be comfortable at riding among cars in slower paced local and main street environment over arterial roads where they would be potentially exposed to larger vehicles, higher traffic volume and speed.  Women were found to dislike riding among mixed traffic conditions more than men. Men on the other hand were found to dislike riding on separated cycle path more than women. Between the two men could be considered to be more bold road users which may somewhat explain this behaviour. Electric bike users were found to prefer riding on bike lanes which might be attributed to the bike’s stable speed control among car traffic. Another reasoning could be that those with e-bikes are more invested into cycling and therefore do not evade cycling in vicinity of cars as much.  Women were found to also favour low volume traffic conditions over men which may again contribute to men having more boldness while riding in proximity of cars. Participants aged between 30-44 were found to be content with substantial amount of traffic volume. Such cyclists most likely have already accumulated significant amount of cycling experience which might have increased their understanding of how to cycle safely and efficiently in vicinity of larger traffic volume.  Light-controlled intersections indicated leisure cyclists to prefer routes with signals over commuters. Commuter cyclists can be seen to have higher pressure to be on time which signals may hamper. Leisure cyclists most likely do not have similar restrictions. 30–44-year-olds were found to dislike having many signals along their routes. Many of these respondents are most likely active commuters to whom removal of excess stops can be seen to optimise trip-making.  Women were found to dislike routes with steep hills more than men which may be explained by differences in general endurance between genders. Lastly those with e-bikes were found to greatly dislike routes without hills over cyclists with regular bikes. An electric assist can greatly reduce required physical effort of climbing hills which may also be one of the purposes that has led a person to acquire an e-bike in the first place. To them the appliance can create whole new route options where hills are not seen as obstacles anymore.        
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 Table 11. Relative utility of interaction effects between main effects and SDCs     Model 2 Factor Parameter Coefficient t-value Road class β_Local      Leisure           Electric bicycle 
-2.45 
0.394 1.04 

-24.6 1.9 3.85 
β_Main      Leisure      Electric bicycle 

-1.5 0.562 0.743 
-17.2 2.33 2.42 

β_Arterial -1.16 -12.5 
Bike facility β_Mixed      Female -2.87 -1.07 -17 -6.33 

β_Lane      Electric bicycle -1.3 0.752 -8.74 2.59 
β_Adjacent -0.808 -4.85 
β_Separated      Female -0.136 0.866 -0.351 4.66 

Traffic volume β_Light      Female 0.0139 0.0248 1.28 5.47 
β_Moderate      Female -0.00204 0.0057 -0.529 3.93 
β_Substantial      30-44 -0.00564 0.00145 -3.75 2.18 
β_Heavy -0.00673 -5.44 

Light-controlled intersections β_NoSignals 0  
β_FewSignals      Leisure -1.42 1.96 -3.39 2.93 
β_ManySignals      30-44      Leisure 

-2.16 -0.682 1.16 
-8.59 -2.31 2.75 

Gradient β_NoHills      Electric bicycle 1.17 -3.15 18.3 -3.08 
β_ModerateHills -2.07 -13.3 
β_SteepHills      Female  

-1.94 -0.909 -12.2 -4.15 
Trip length β_Length -5.11 -32 Model fit   Estimated parameters  33  Sample size  8232  Init LL  -5705.988  Final LL  -3955.512  Init LL ratio test  3500.951  Rho-square  0.307  AIC  7977.024  BIC  8208.545  
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4.3 Helmet 4 integration with route choice model and validation of results 
4.3.1 Final model formulation Integrated Emme form of model 1 (equation (8)) and formulation of alternative model expressions revealed information on dominating factor effects as well as existing interaction effects between factors. Importance of accurate network became obvious at this stage as missing links, wrongly placed links and links with too many or few nodes greatly influence forecasting and skew model results due to network deficiencies. While Helmet’s cycling network was found to have generally good level of accuracy, errors were found concerning missing and mistakenly coded links. Modifications to the network itself were not performed in the study even though these deficiencies can influence results.   Factors of road class, bike facility and light-controlled intersections were found to function generally well while experimenting. Volume as a continuous parameter was observed to have a dominating effect on computed disutility in this data set. When continuous volume was present in an expression, cycling demand would congregate to separated cycle paths and baanas due to those links being prohibited from having cars. To better present this strong effect, figure 22 depicts assignment results in Emme network. In addition, a description can be presented by using βVolume of model 1 (-0.00988) shown in table 9. If a utility were to be computed for a link with relatively low number of cars such as 500 veh/h, the effect from βVolume for that link would be 4.94 disutils, and suggesting that continuous volume causes high disutility even at links that have low auto volumes. This led to the decision of using dummy volume over continuous form. Even though dummy volume’s effect is trivial due to small coefficients, removing the factor altogether did not seem to be an option as it would decrease the model’s statistical significance and cause negative influence on other factors.   

 Figure 22. Effect of continuous traffic volume in Helsinki causing cyclists to congregate to separated cycle paths and baanas. Higher demand is shown as a thicker line weight. 
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Road class was already described to be influenced by traffic volume but at this stage bike facility and light-controlled intersections were also found to have ties to it as an interaction effect. This effect would occur as a change in betas depending on whether volume was present in the equation. Absence of volume in utility equation was found to increase betas of road class and bike facility but this was not found to have any impact in the trip assignment results. As for light-controlled intersections, absence of volume greatly reduced beta of its parameters which caused demand to detour links that have traffic signals. A decision to keep traffic volume in the model as a dummy was therefore made. An interaction effect between link length and gradient was also tested. Without it short links on hilly network sections would produce higher amount of disutility over long links with same elevation difference. Testing pointed modelled demand to be well distributed into the network with and without the effect.   Two final models were formulated for validation based on experimenting. Both models are continued form of Emme expression of model 1 (equation (8)) with exceptions of having traffic volume as a dummy, and inclusion/exclusion of an interaction effect between length and gradient. Moreover, because beta of baana was not estimated during the survey, a coefficient of -1 was assigned to it in both models. These two models will be further referred as M1 and M2 to differentiate them from previous iterations and for reader’s clarification. Emme expressions for utility of a link in M1 and M2 are given in equations (11) and (12) with their estimated coefficients being shown in table 12. While coefficient values vary between models, their signs, relative difference between values and statistical significance are similar. Figure 23 presents an assignment that is generated with M1. The result shows demand to be distributed more evenly into the network over results shown in figure 22.  M1 
𝑈𝑙 = −1 ∗ (𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ (𝛽𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 ∗ (𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 ≥ 138 && 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 ≤ 142 || 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 < 100) + 
𝛽𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑛 ∗ (𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 ≥ 133 && 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 ≤ 137) + 𝛽𝐴𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 ∗ (𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 ≥ 127 && 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 ≤ 132) + 
𝛽𝑀𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 ∗ (@𝑝𝑦𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑘𝑘𝑎 == 0) + 𝛽𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑒 ∗ (@𝑝𝑦𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑘𝑘𝑎 == 1) + 
𝛽𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 ∗ (@𝑝𝑦𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑘𝑘𝑎 == 2) + 𝛽𝑆𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 ∗ (@𝑝𝑦𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑘𝑘𝑎 == 3) 
𝛽𝐵𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑎 ∗ (@𝑝𝑦𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑘𝑘𝑎 == 4)) + 𝛽𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 ∗ (@𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑢 > 500 &&  

@𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑢 ≤ 1000) +  𝛽𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 ∗ (@𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑢 > 1000 && @𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑢 < 2000) +  

𝛽𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑦 ∗ (@𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑢 ≥ 2000) + 𝛽𝐹𝑒𝑤𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑠 ∗ (@𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑠 == 1) + 
𝛽𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐻𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑠 ∗ ((@𝑘𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑢𝑠 − @𝑘𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑢𝑠𝑗) ∗ 100 < −2.5 &&  
(@𝑘𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑢𝑠 − @𝑘𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑢𝑠𝑗)  / 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ ∗ 100 ≥ −5) + 
𝛽𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑝𝐻𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑠 ∗ ((@𝑘𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑢𝑠 − @𝑘𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑢𝑠𝑗) / 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ ∗ 100 < −5))                                              (11)  M2 
𝑈𝑙 = −1 ∗ (𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ (𝛽𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 ∗ (𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 ≥ 138 && 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 ≤ 142 || 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 < 100) + 
𝛽𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑛 ∗ (𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 ≥ 133 && 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 ≤ 137) + 𝛽𝐴𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 ∗ (𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 ≥ 127 && 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 ≤ 132) + 
𝛽𝑀𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 ∗ (@𝑝𝑦𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑘𝑘𝑎 == 0) + 𝛽𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑒 ∗ (@𝑝𝑦𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑘𝑘𝑎 == 1) + 
𝛽𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 ∗ (@𝑝𝑦𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑘𝑘𝑎 == 2) + 𝛽𝑆𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 ∗ (@𝑝𝑦𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑘𝑘𝑎 == 3) 
𝛽𝐵𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑎 ∗ (@𝑝𝑦𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑘𝑘𝑎 == 4)) + 𝛽𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 ∗ (@𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑢 > 500 &&  

@𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑢 ≤ 1000) +  𝛽𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 ∗ (@𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑢 > 1000 && @𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑢 < 2000) + 

𝛽𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑦 ∗ (@𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑢 ≥ 2000) + 𝛽𝐹𝑒𝑤𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑠 ∗ (@𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑠 == 1) + 
𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ ∗ (𝛽𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐻𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑠 ∗ ((@𝑘𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑢𝑠 − @𝑘𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑢𝑠𝑗) ∗ 100 < −2.5 &&  
(@𝑘𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑢𝑠 − @𝑘𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑢𝑠𝑗)  / 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ ∗ 100 ≥ −5) + 
𝛽𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑝𝐻𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑠 ∗ ((@𝑘𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑢𝑠 − @𝑘𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑢𝑠𝑗) / 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ ∗ 100 < −5)))                                            (12) 
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Table 12. Estimated coefficients for models M1 and M2   M1 M2 Factor Parameter Coefficient t-value Coefficient t-value Road class β_Local -4.96*** -33.1 -3.99*** -29.6 
β_Main -4.14*** -28.7 -3.31*** -25.3 
β_Arterial -4.05*** -25.4 -3.28*** -21.8 

Bike facility β_Mixed -5.03*** -40.1 -4.47*** -37.7 
β_Lane -2.98*** -26.2 -2.56*** -22.5 
β_Adjacent -2.52*** -19.8 -1.85*** -15.3 
β_Separated -2.61*** -16 -1.7*** -11.4 

Traffic volume β_Moderate -0.00762*** -7.69 -0.00553*** -5.86 
β_Substantial -0.00818*** -16.7 -0.00653*** -14.2 
β_Heavy -0.00918*** -24.2 -0.00777*** -3.05 

Light-controlled  intersections β_FewSignals -0.591 -1.67 -0.993*** -3.04 
β_ManySignals -2.00*** -10.8 -1.75*** -9.87 

Gradient β_ModerateHills -2.32*** -14 -17.2*** -10.3 
β_SteepHills -2.5*** -18.6 -23.4*** -18.4 Model fit      Estimated parameters  14  14  Sample size  8232  8232  Init LL  -5705.988  -5705.988  Final LL  -4031.428  -4076.115  Init LL ratio test  3349.12  3259.746  Rho-square  0.293  0.286  AIC  8090.855  8180.229  BIC  8189.076  8278.45  *** Significant at 1% level (α ≤ 0.01) Grey values indicate statistical insignificance at 95% LoC (α > 0.05) 

 Figure 23. Distributed demand in Helsinki generated with M1. 
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4.3.2 Counter volume results Models were first validated by observing volume of cyclists at different counter locations within the capital area. Spread of the 30 chosen counters around the capital area is shown in figure 24. Initially information concerning 34 counters was observed but four were removed as outliers due to showing too large differences between results of Helmet 4 and new models. Counter information and assigned volumes are presented in table 13.  

 Figure 24. Counter spread within the capital area  Table 13. Cyclists' volume validation between observed counter data and assigned Helmet 4 route choice and models M1 and M2 during morning peak hours Counter information Number of assigned cyclists  Municipality Counter location Counter data Helmet 4 M1 M2 
Helsinki Auroran silta 360 20 40 120  Huopalahti, rataraitti 400 1180 1640 1000  Kaisaniemi 340 650 810 290  Kaivokatu 670 880 110 670  Kulosaarensilta, etelä 150 150 110 40  Kuusisaarentie 370 590 710 410  Lauttasaaren silta 980 1690 1650 1950  Oopperatalo 860 1170 1160 1710  Pitkäsilta 760 1640 750 1950  Ratapihantie 520 1640 490 740  Turuntie, rantaradanreitti 180 680 480 270  Viikki 210 420 300 710 
Espoo Espoonportti 370 170 190 190  Gallen-Kallela 280 720 800 1110  Länsituulenkuja 230 90 30 40 
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 Länsiväylä 310 120 340 390  Olarinkatu 70 190 230 130  Ring 1, Laajalahti 150 320 610 610  Suomenlahdentie 100 220 340 320  Ylismäentie 170 440 430 280 
Vantaa Kuusijärventie 110 450 310 150  Kytöpuisto 160 120 250 670  Kyytitie 80 160 120 160  Pellas 130 40 130 50  Ylästöntie 150 350 520 620 
Kauniainen Asematie 40 120 120 190  Forsellintie 100 140 730 80  Kauniaistentie 90 690 220 870  Thurmaninpuisto 100 40 90 240  Tunnelitie 70 300 100 390 Simple descriptive statistics Mean 283 513 460 545 SD 247 499 428 536 Percentage difference  +81% +63% +93% Average absolute difference  300 267 319  Measured results of simple descriptive statistics shows Helmet 4, M1 and M2 to have large differences when compared with counter data. Among alternatives M1 is seen to have best representation of assigned cyclists implicated by smallest values while M2 was found to have worst. M1 outperforms Helmet 4 by having 18% smaller mean difference and assigns 33 cyclists less. M2 on the other hand is found to produce worse results than Helmet 4 as it has 12% higher mean difference and assigns 19 cyclists more. Route choice modelling thus forecasts slightly better results due to having on average 6% smaller mean and 14 less assigned cyclists over Helmet 4. To better compare performance of alternatives, Spearman’s rank correlation test was applied to measure correlation coefficient between observed quantities. Pearson correlation test could not be used due to the data not exhibiting signs of normal distribution. Correlation measurements were also performed between Helmet 4 and models, and between the two models. When the ranked observations are not distinct integers Spearman’s ranked correlation coefficient 𝑟𝑠 is calculated as  

𝑟𝑠 =
𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑅(𝑋), 𝑅(𝑌))

𝜎𝑅(𝑋)𝜎𝑅(𝑌)
 (13) 

 where 𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑅(𝑋), 𝑅(𝑌)  represents covariance of ranked observations and 𝜎𝑅(𝑋)𝜎𝑅(𝑌)  represent 
standard deviation of ranked observations.        
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Table 14. Spearman’s rank correlation test results Pair Correlation coefficient (rs) R-squared T statistic p value 
Counter-Helmet 4 0.551 0.3038 3.495 0.001596 

Counter-M1 0.474 0.225 2.851 0.008093 

Counter-M2 0.526 0.277 3.276 0.002810 

Helmet 4-M1 0.694 0.4812 5.096 0.000021 

Helmet 4-M2 0.772 0.5958 6.425 0.000001 

M1-M2 0.617 0.3813 4.154 0.000278 

 Hypotheses are declared where null hypothesis 𝐻0  claims that there is no correlation between observed quantities while alternative hypothesis 𝐻𝑎 claims that there exists correlation between the observed quantities. Measured correlation coefficient, R2, T statistic and p value are presented in table 14 and plotted correlations are illustrated in figure 25. Resulting coefficients range between 0.474 and 0.772 indicating correlation distribution between moderate and strong. Helmet 4 is seen to have best correlation fit with counter data and Helmet 4 and M2 are seen to have best overall correlation. Coefficients of M1 and M2 are seen to differentiate from Helmet 4’s results by 16.2% and 4.8%. The test results suggest route choice modelling to perform on average 10.5% worse than Helmet 4. All of the measured values have α ≤ 0.05 and they are within 95% confidence level. The results therefore show correlation to exist among observed quantities, suggesting that the null hypothesis 𝐻𝑜 should be rejected and alternative hypothesis 𝐻𝑎 should be accepted.  Results of the conducted counter volume forecast validation exhibit route choice modelling to perform slightly worse than Helmet 4. Simple statistical descriptions show route choice modelling to perform 6% better while ranked correlations display 10.5% worse performance than Helmet 4.  
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 Figure 25. Plotted correlations between ranked quantities of counter, Helmet 4, M1 and M2  4.3.3 OD pathing results Second validation was performed by tracing route choices between origin-destination pairs. 17 pairs were chosen among capital area districts which cyclists would likely travel between with one of these pairs being shown in figure 26 for both models. Additional information is included on route length, amount of produced disutility for route choice models and overlapping percentages among all route alternatives. Rest of the traced routes are available in appendix 6. Strava Metro provided access to route choice of actual cyclists and the results are further referred as Strava pathing. While Helmet 4’s routes were generated by using shortest path algorithm, routes of M1 and M2 were generated through use of both shortest path and A-star algorithms. Observing behaviour among chosen routing between these four route alternatives revealed information on their characteristics.  Studies (such as Tarnanen et al. 2017) have shown Strava’s data to have sample bias with the typical cyclist being 30 to 45 years old white male who uses the app for exercising. First interpretation of the results presents potential exercising purpose bias to exist as in numerous cases Strava routing deviates significantly from shorter alternatives. However these cyclists can also be interpreted to have been cycling along routes that are more straightforward with fewer turns and higher level of infrastructure. Figure 26 suggests this to be the case for Strava cyclists as their most popular route travels majority of the time on an easy to traverse Länsibaana. Routes that were traced with shortest path algorithm present deliberate minimisation of disutility and at times the algorithm was shown to exchange small reductions in utility for significantly longer trip length. While this was effect was found to not be very dominant in cases of M1 and M2 as the generated routes were most often appropriate, few cases of Helmet 4 shortest path routing were found to exchange small reductions in utility for excessively longer trip length than what would be thought as a rational behaviour. Lastly, routes traced with A-star algorithm were found to have increased directness at pursuing destination over the other route alternatives. Many of these direct routes are shown to present good rational alternatives to the ones produced with shortest path as the algorithm does not rigidly exchange utility for trip length. Occasionally this direct approach however ends up routing towards an uncrossable area like lake which can lead to a long detour and cause the route to have both higher disutility cost and longer trip length over its shortest path alternative. 
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 Figure 26. Illustrated route tracing of M1 and M2 between Niittykumpu and Otaniemi 
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 Figure 27. Average length of route alternatives  Observed trip lengths of route alternatives indicated routing of Helmet 4 to be the longest option among all alternatives in both models as it was found to be the longest route 69% of the time in M1 and 53% of the time in M2. Modelled shortest path was instead found to be shortest option 56% of the time in M1 and 50% of the time in M2. Strava routing was 50% more likely to be longest alternative over being shortest in both models. Routes that were created with A-star algorithm were never found to be the longest option. Comparison between average route length of route alternatives in figure 27 shows Strava and Helmet 4 to dominate length while modelled shortest path and A-star of both models perform equally. Strava and Helmet 4 routes are observed to be on average 14% and 19% longer over routes created with route choice models.  

 Figure 28. Total disutility of each route alternative of OD pairs  
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Generated disutility of trips between algorithms of M1 and M2 was examined with results being available in figure 28. Inspected total disutility of each trip between route choice models revealed M2 to be more susceptible to utility changes which emerges in the figure as large differences between disutils of M2 shortest path and M2 A-star. Average disutility of shortest path and A-star were measured to be 59 and 68 in M1 and respectively 68 and 84 in M2. The relative difference in disutility would then be 9 in M1 and 16 in M2, suggesting M2 to produce on average 78% higher disutility for a link. M1 was also found to have smaller trip disutility than M2 88% of the time. Finally, both algorithms of M1 were observed to produce same disutility for a trip 35% of the time which was never seen to occur among modelled trips of M2. Although M2 was observed to have all around higher link disutility due to the interaction effect between link length and gradient, this was not found to cause differentiation between models lengthwise as was seen in figure 27.  

 

 Figure 29. Average route overlap of OD pairs 
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Overlap coverage between route options was examined as a point of comparison. Results revealed M1 to perform better in accuracy over M2. This is shown in the Pareto charts of figure 29 where extent of overlap among each OD is presented. According to the chart, the six best modelled OD pairs of both models account for 50% of the total overlap coverage but they differentiate in accuracy as the average overlap percentage for those six is 58% in M1 and only 49% in M2. Both models show routes beginning from Saunalahti, Tapulikaupunki and Myyrmäki to have high overlap and routes beginning from Lauttasaari, Kallio and Koivuhovi to have poor overlap coverage. A common characteristic that was noticed to prevail among the former three is related to the area’s simple network while Lauttasaari and Kallio from the latter three are in the centre of dense Helsinki network.  Further examination presented routes starting from Saunalahti, Etelä-Haaga, Niittykumpu and Myyrmäki to have highest measured difference in overlap between the models. Change in chosen routing was observed to occur more frequently for shortest path algorithm of M2 due to the presence of interaction effect between link length and gradient. The same effect is also evident by simply looking at the traced routes suggesting shortest path algorithm to be more inclined to influence change in chosen routing over A-star algorithm. Total average measured overlap of all ODs was concluded to be 40.5% in M1 and 35.3% M2 which too suggests M1 to more frequently forecast similar routes over M2. More detailed information on how the route alternatives overlapped with each other is shown in table 15 with the contents being further explained.  Table 15. Average overlap coverage between route alternatives 
M1 

Avg. overlap (%) Strava pathing Helmet 4 shortest path Modelled shortest path Modelled  A-star Avg. level of overlapping 
Strava pathing - 24.7 29.3 28.5 27.5 
Helmet 4 shortest path 22.3 - 55.3 44.7 40.8 
Modelled  shortest path 30.1 59.4 - 55.1 48.2 
Modelled A-star 29.4 48.0 59.7 - 45.7 
Avg. level of being overlapped 27.3 44.0 48.1 42.8 40.5 

M2 
Avg. overlap (%) Strava pathing Helmet 4 shortest path Modelled shortest path Modelled  A-star Avg. level of overlapping 
Strava pathing - 24.7 28.4 26.9 26.7 
Helmet 4 shortest path 22.3 - 42.8 42.7 35.9 
Modelled shortest path 31.3 46.9 - 42.0 40.1 
Modelled A-star 28.2 46.7 41.2 - 38.7 
Avg. level of being overlapped 27.3 39.4 37.5 37.2 35.3 
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Table 15 presents overlap percentages between all route alternatives. Rows of the table describe how much each route alternative (such as Strava pathing) was measured to overlap with the other alternatives. Columns instead describe how much each route alternative was measured to have been overlapped by the other alternatives. Row-wise both models show modelled shortest path to have the highest overall overlap coverage (48.2% and 40.1%) and Strava to have the lowest (27.5% and 26.7%). Column results display modelled shortest path to be most often overlapped option by others 48.1% of the time in M1 while Helmet 4 is the most often overlapped option 39.4% of the time in M2. Both models equally present Strava pathing to be the least overlapped option as other routes overlap with its pathing only 27.3% of the time. Strava’s overall lower results do not come as a surprise due to the routes being results of actual perceived cyclists’ behaviour while other three are products of mathematical algorithms.  Evaluating performance of modelled results against Helmet 4 reveal modelled shortest path and A-star of both models to outperform Helmet 4 in general forecasting accuracy as well as having higher overlap coverage with route choice of actual cyclists. Examination on which route alternative has the highest overlap and thus is the best representation of predicting cyclists’ routes reveals modelled shortest path to overlap with Helmet 4 and A-star almost 60% of time in M1 and around 45% of the time in M2. Modelled shortest path further shows competence by most accurately following similar routes to actual cyclists in both models. Results of this OD pathing validation demonstrate route choice modelling to forecast cyclists’ route choice outcome more accurately over Helmet 4. Additionally, route choice model M1 is shown to better represent chosen pathing of cyclists over M2. In quantitative summarising terms route choice models M1 and M2 present on average 6.8% and 3.5% better overlap coverage over results of Helmet 4.   
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5 Discussion 
This chapter presents discussion on the study results in relation to the research questions and other conducted studies with added thoughts on challenges of transportation modelling, limitations and follow-up. Chapter 5.1 responds to the research questions and discusses what similarities and differences have been found between this and used literature. Chapter 5.2 shares thoughts on challenges of transportation modelling that were perceived during research process. Chapter 5.3 presents briefly limitations that were part of this study while the last chapter 5.4 suggests potential research gaps that could be looked into as well as talks about potential future steps.  
5.1 General discussion 
Objectives of this thesis were to accumulate more knowledge on Finnish cyclists’ route choice preferences and to test application of cycling route choice modelling as a part of travel demand modelling. Route choice framework consisting of factor identification, stated preference survey and parameter estimations was used to prepare all the necessary data which was then tested in HELMET and validated. These study results are discussed below in relation to the specified research questions.  Which factors influence cyclists’ route choice preferences in Greater Helsinki? Bike facilities, traffic volume and trip length were found to influence cyclists route choice preferences considerably. Presence of these factors while riding can considerably impact cyclists’ willingness to go out of their way in order to attain sought after benefits or to avoid negatively perceived circumstances. Similar results have been widely observed indicated by the matrix in table 5 where bike facility, trip length and traffic volume have been found significant in numerous studies. Designated facilities can offer increased safety by separating cyclists away from the road environment while simultaneously offering better continuity. Cyclists of Greater Helsinki were found to favour separated cycle paths while avoiding routes where they have to ride in mixed traffic. Separated cycle paths are safer and offer environmental attractiveness over conditions that expose cyclists to cars and monotonous road environment. Similar results were acquired by Broach et al. (2012) in Portland and Hardinghaus and Papantoniou (2018) in Athens and Munich where cyclists were found to favour separated and protected facilities over bike lanes and bike boulevards. Studies have also shown differentiating results as Hood et al. (2011) in San Francisco, Grond (2016) in Toronto and Vedel et al. (2017) in Copenhagen have shown cases where cyclists were found to prefer cycling tracks and bike lanes over segregated facilities. The on road and adjacent to road bike facilities of these cities might be better planned and protected than the ones in Greater Helsinki. Cyclists of these cities may also be more experienced on road riders, making them less likely to avoid using such facilities. Considering influence from traffic volume, safety seems to resonate among Finnish cyclists as they are more willing to ride on road environment when there are fewer cars. Sener et al. (2009) and Majumdar and Mitra (2017) observed cyclists in Texas and India to also deviate from routes with heavy volume to ones with moderate to light volume. As for trip length, parameter unit comparison demonstrated it to have the highest influence on route choice preferences in Greater Helsinki. Trip length is a classic example of a factor that greatly contributes to preferences of travellers with similar outcomes shown by other studies in the matrix. Influence of trip length has become so established to a point where studies have begun to omit its presence altogether, or have it incorporated just to enable computing of MRS and elasticities.   
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Light-controlled intersections and gradient were shown to influence route choice preferences but with lesser impact. Urban routes with fewer signals and smaller hills might enable better circumstances for continuous traffic flow and assist cyclists in making longer and more enjoyable trips. The matrix of table 5 shows that traffic signals have been frequently found to not significantly influence preferences as cyclists are more often found to favour or avoid other factors. Vedel et al. (2017) show cyclists of Copenhagen to similarly favour routes with fewer stops with those cyclists being willing to detour 0.9 km more to avoid a route with many signals. Cyclists of Greater Helsinki are willing to cycle 0.55 km longer but simultaneously they can be seen to value shorter travel distances more than cyclists in Copenhagen. Gradient has been suggested to cause higher discomfort among cyclists over light-controlled intersections. The cyclists of this study were found to significantly prefer routes without hills over those that had moderate and steep hills. Interestingly cyclists were seen to detour on a very equal level in order to avoid moderate and steep hills which was not perceived among the other studies. Menghini et al. (2010) found cyclists in Zurich to only consider maximum gradient instead of average while Grond (2016) estimated cyclists in Toronto to be willing to go out of their way and travel 0.48 km longer to shift from a route with 4-6% hills to a route with 2-4% hills. Stinson and Bhat (2003) and Sener et al. (2009) also show examples where cyclists were found to prefer routes with moderate hills over completely flat paths. Cyclists of these different studies seem to equally agree on dislike towards steep gradient. However many of them may be more accustomed to travelling on routes with some form of hills if they are forced to due to topographical reasons whereas Greater Helsinki being quite flat presents frequent opportunities to detour hilly routes.  Lastly, road class’s influence could not be measured accurately due to a revealed interaction effect with traffic volume. Main streets and arterial roads were confirmed to have equal effect on route choice preferences but the experienced influence from local streets could not be verified. Earlier studies by Stinson and Bhat (2003) and Ghanayim and Bekhor (2018) have shown cyclists to prefer riding on or in proximity of smaller streets over larger urban streets and arterial roads. On the other hand cyclists in Copenahgen (Vedel et al. 2017) were shown favour shopping streets (main streets) over small residential streets and urban arterial roads. This result in relation with Copenhagen being known for its high-quality cycling infrastructure suggests cyclists being more willing to ride in proximity of larger urban roads if the environment is adequately planned to satisfy cyclists’ needs concerning safety and continuity.  How do socio-demographic characteristics affect choice preference outcome? Influences of four SDCs; namely gender, age, cycling purpose and bike type were examined. Studies such as Broach et al. (2013) and Chen et al. (2017) did not find statistical significance between studies factors and SDCs while this study did observe influences. Interaction effects with gender revealed women to seek out separated cycle paths and to avoid riding among mixed traffic more than men. Women also favoured routes that would have light to moderate traffic volume conditions and no steep hills. Bernardi et al. (2018) found women to perceive longer alternatives more attractive over men while Sener et al. (2009) and Hood et al. (2011) found women to have stronger avoidance for hills. These results along with the study findings suggest women to have higher willingness to ride longer routes that have higher perceived safety through segregation from road or through protective elements with exclusion of steep sections. Research on age among largest respondent group of cyclists between 30 and 44 years old displayed their dislike towards having numerous traffic signals on their route and being comfortable in proximity of substantial traffic volume. Many of the respondents claimed to be commuters which in relation to these results may suggest these respondents to be experienced cyclists who are not startled by higher presence of cars and who prefer to minimise the number of necessary 
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stops. Although other cycling route choice studies have not examined these particular effects, Sener et al. (2009) examined differentiating results where cyclists with more experience were less discouraged by large number of traffic signals. While they do not theorise a reasoning for this, the cycling routes in Texas might have a higher share of unavoidable junctions with traffic signals when compared to Greater Helsinki which can desensitise cyclists to their presence.  Cycling purpose presented leisure cyclists to dislike riding in vicinity of arterial roads and being comfortable in encountering several traffic signals during trip-making over commuters. This implies responding leisure cyclists to favour travelling in an urban setting where road environment is calmed with lower speed limits and traffic signals. Bernardi et al. (2018) suggest similar results as they found leisure cyclists to have high willingness for choosing longer paths. Since leisure cyclists are rarely time constrained, they can opt to travel on longer routes that do not have discomfortable attributes. Lastly, research on preferences of those who stated to frequently use electric bicycles revealed these cyclists to favour local and main street environment, being willing to use bike lanes, and being comfortable with presence of hills. The degree of how much electric bicycles influence route choice preferences has not been studied extensively which was also noticed by Dane et al. (2020). Due to the Dutch government promoting use of e-bikes, the authors estimated differences in cyclists route choice preferences between electric bicycles and non-assisted bicycles in the Netherlands. While the approach of their RP-based model focused more on user behaviour instead of inspecting significant factors (i.e. road and trip characteristics), they did find stable average speed to be one of the strengths of using an e-bike which enables e-bikes users to travel longer trips. This implication along with the study’s results suggests that e-bike users may be more comfortable in cycling in proximity of cars in an urban area due to this stable speed. Moreover the bike’s electric assist is believed to greatly contribute to overcoming hills similar to being able to ride longer distances.  To what extent can incorporation of choice modelling improve route forecasting accuracy in travel demand modelling? Testing route choice model’s incorporation into a regional travel demand model HELMET was successfully performed in the study. Utility models were incorporated through network calculator of Emme after which cyclists could be reassigned to network using newly computed link costs.  Assignment results were validated in two stages where two formulated route choice models were compared against two sets of external data and Helmet 4’s current route choice. Results of quantitative validation using stationary cycling counter volumes saw results of route choice models to perform slightly worse than Helmet 4. Route choice modelling was found to generate 6% more accurate results in simple statistical description over Helmet 4 while Spearman’s rank correlation test presented Helmet 4 to have better fit over route choice modelling by 10.5%. In second validation 
cyclists’ route choice outcomes were traced between origins and destinations, and the results were compared against actual popular cycling routes and routes produced by Helmet 4. The results demonstrated route choice modelling to perform better than Helmet 4 as the two models were seen to forecast similar choices made by actual cyclists more frequently as well as have better route overlap coverage with other alternatives. Quantitatively algorithms of M1 and M2 estimated 6.8% and 3.5% better overlap over Helmet 4 with modelled shortest path algorithm generating more accurate results over A-star. These two stages of validation therefore suggest route choice modelling to perform better than Helmet 4’s current cyclists’ route choice. However this performance was not measured to be overwhelming, and it would have been desirable to see even higher improvement in forecasted accuracy due to increase in number of influencing factors. As this was the first stage where this incorporation was tested, it is theorized that performing calibrations such as defining more accurate 
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input values for estimation as well as functions during estimation could further improve accuracy. In addition, Hensher et al. (2005) suggest that adding of supplementary data may improve model results. Nevertheless the outcome demonstrates a development opportunity in increase forecasting accuracy of cyclists in travel demand modelling. The study is incapable of comparing the generated results to other assignment models due to common absence of cycling in travel demand modelling. This was also noticed by Weckström (2016) while trying to compare cycling mode choice results.  
5.2 Challenges of transportation modelling 
The conducted process of this study where choice theory was first applied to generate knowledge of 
cyclists’ preferences and then incorporating those preferences into a travel demand model demonstrated research on individuals’ choice preferences to be a challenging process. Individuals are unable to fully comprehend their own preferences which means that analysts have even harder time interpreting results of performed actions. The process is also very susceptible to mistakes which can easily affect end results. This was also noticed in this study where, due to a mistake that was theorised to have occurred during choice set generation, traffic volume found to have interaction effects but at the same time it demonstrated statistical significance. Advancement of choice theory has however proven its benefits in various fields, where through its wide application opportunities, cumulating knowledge of a particular target group’s preferences have been able to provide a good estimation of general interests and dislikes of target groups.  Another aspect of transportation modelling that can highly influence outcome of models concerns network accuracy. With links and nodes being expressions of physical junctions and roads, it is evident that their digital counterparts should also retain most of their key characteristics such as position. Cycling network of HELMET has been gradually updated since cycling became an explicit mode but during the study some network mistakes were recognised that are related to mistakenly coded links, missing links and potential ambiguity in coding. As an example, Pohjoisbaana between near Käpylä area was observed to have a link misplacement where the currently coded links deviate from their actual relatively flat route and instead pass through a long steep section. In the current cycling model this mistake has no effect as it does not consider effect of gradient at all. In both of the studied route choice models however a clear impact was found due to presence of gradient which caused assigned cyclists to avoid that particular route even though it is encoded as a baana. Such mistakes were already observed to influence the results of this study’s small sample of 30 cycling counters at designated links and 17 pairs of ODs, meaning that they will certainly have larger influence in context of the whole cycling network. This discussion suggests that when new attributes are introduced that are directly influenced by nodes and links of the network, a network review should be performed to match the actual influence of those attributes into the network.  Network algorithms were also found to pose challenges during modelling process. This study applied two algorithms, namely shortest path and A-star. Both algorithms were used through Emme’s shortest path tool to observe routes between specified origin and destination nodes. Shortest path modelled 
cyclists’ route choices based on utility while A-star applied direct Euclidean distance like approach between origin and destination. Considering this, shortest path is clearly the better tool for forecasting chosen routing because it considers each link’s actual utility. However the algorithm was simultaneously observed to be very rigid and it would exhibit this by assigning cyclists routes that were longer but produced slightly smaller amount of disutility. An example of such situation is presented in figure 30. The figure illustrates route choice originating from Lauttasaari of M1 with 
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actual chosen route shown in red against a competitive alternative traced with blue. While the blue route seems more optimal as it is 900 meters shorter, the algorithm decided to favour the red route due to having smaller total disutility by 0.8 (21.2 < 22.0). In reality it is safe to assume that majority of cyclists would not exchange 0.8 disutils for 900 meters, indicating problems of these algorithms. The figure also illustrates that the red link is misplaced as it travels through housing area rather than follows roads. Moreover, by combining two out of the three subsequent blue links each causing 2.9 disutils, the blue route would not only be significantly shorter but also produce less total disutility and thus become more attractive option. This illustrates how important accurate network node and link coding is and how sensitive these path-based tools can be.  

 Figure 30. Display of bad algorithm routing and link misplacement in Lauttasaari of M1. Values above links describe disutils towards left direction while values below links describe disutils towards right direction  
5.3 Limitations 
The study limitations are mostly related to how the studied factors were chosen and which factors influence was studied. Focus groups presented an opportunity to identify appropriate factors for the context of Greater Helsinki by interviewing cyclists and planners, but it would have further increased challenges of this study. For this reason the study opted to only review earlier studies and their findings on significant factors. The idea of using factors which have been found to be influential in different cultural and geographical settings also felt appropriate due to lack of route choice studies in Finland. Furthermore the number of studied factors was limited to six to reduce the SP survey’s complexity and to ease of incorporation of models into Helmet 4. Open comments and feedback that was received during the survey revealed weather to be a repellent and many would have wanted to 
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include its influence. Weather’s influence has not been studied frequently in route choice (e.g. Winters et al. 2011) because choice models are unable to include it as a determinant, and the respondents were expected to be unaware of this. This does not mean that weather’s influence should be ignored, on the contrary its influence should be further researched as a part of planning practices especially in snowy countries like Finland where actions such as developing cycle path maintenance and building covered bicycle parking spaces may increase cyclists’ willingness to ride more. Lastly, it is essential to be aware of the limited nature of travel demand modelling. Because modelling process is a mathematical expression of analysts interests, produced results are unable to describe actual behaviour, habits and travel patterns of travellers. It is therefore essential to consider acquired results to be good estimations at best.  
5.4 Future research and follow-up 
Considering potential research gap for further studies on cyclists’ route choice, placemaking and place attachment are examples of urban environment psychology that were perceived to be absent in literature. Both have shown to influence peoples desires to spend time at places that have individual importance. When combined with studies on choice, past positive and negative experiences in relation to a specific place or area could potentially influence route choice preferences of cyclists and pedestrians. In addition, discussion surrounding e-bike’s influence on route choice preferences was perceived to be absent. Generalisation of electric bicycles has been estimated to be one of the actions in EU and Finland that could increase mode share of cycling, and further research on its pros and cons could clarify its effects. However as cycling network planning should ultimately be based on regular non-assisted bicycles to prevent exclusion of certain demographic groups, it questions whether there actually exists a further need to study impact of e-bikes on route choice preferences.  Object of this study was to test out application of route choice modelling in a travel demand model and the results do not represent actual model implementation. HSL is however considering an actual implementation of the model at a later stage but prior to this some of the observed challenges must be reconsidered. One of the challenges that was observed during making of this study suggests that the current cycling network should be updated to prevent network errors from influencing results. Another improvement suggestion that was noticed concerns including costs for turns or alternatively rewarding using routes that indicate continuity. Strava routes showed actual cyclists to prefer routes that are straightforward and have less turns even though they might detour slightly, whereas routes produced with the algorithms were prone to higher number of performed turns. Previous research on turns influencing preferences and Emme’s shortest path tool having a setting for this support the idea that this could be further tested to increase accuracy. Finally, as walking is also being promoted in urban planning, interest towards incorporating walking as its own mode similar to cycling has grown among travel demand modelling. Pedestrians’ route choice preferences have been already studied at some level through use of choice theory, and when combined with the information presented in this study, it presents opportunities for applying similar framework in HELMET’s pedestrian forecasting. 
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6 Conclusions 
This study produces new knowledge on Finnish cyclists’ route choice preferences but most importantly it pursues to connect results of route choice modelling with travel demand modelling in order to advance capabilities of modelling cycling. Route choice preferences of Finnish cyclists have not been studied extensively which has limited development of cycling in transportation modelling. Cycling has also been traditionally neglected in travel demand modelling through which strategic land use plans and transportation operations are forecasted and evaluated. Objectives of this study were two-fold. First objective was to generate new knowledge on Finnish cyclists’ route choice preferences who were sampled among municipalities of Greater Helsinki region. Second objective was to test application of route choice modelling in a travel demand model HELMET to evaluate potential improvements in increasing forecasting accuracy.  Results of the first objective show preferences of Greater Helsinki cyclists to be in line with results of other route choice studies. Literature shows bicycle facility and trip length to be very prominent attributes in influencing preferences and similar results were observed in this study. In addition, the results present traffic volume, light-controlled intersections, and gradient to influence preferences of cyclists. Effect of road class could not be measured accurately in this study. Routes with separated cycle path, light traffic volume and absence of hills were found to be very favourable among cyclists. On the other hand, routes where cyclists have to ride in mixed traffic, or ones that force travellers to detour long distances, were found to be consistently disliked. Study results also demonstrate socio-demographic characteristics to influence preferences. Women for example were found to detour routes with steep hills more frequently over men while leisure cyclists did not mind having traffic signals along their route as much as commuters.  Results of the second objective demonstrate successful incorporation of cycling route choice modelling into a travel demand model. Outcome of this process was validated in two stages. First quantitative validation on cyclists’ volume presented modelled route choice to perform slightly worse than the current cycling model of HELMET while the second validation on tracing cyclists’ chosen routing between pairs of origins and destinations demonstrated route choice modelling to perform better. The study results show route choice modelling to be an improvement over the current route choice of HELMET. The improvements however were not significantly better and additional actions are needed to further increase accuracy with suggested actions being related to input value calibration, network updates and including costs for turn actions.   Factor estimation results match with findings of other conducted studies while route choice modelling was able to generate new knowledge on the subject. Refining parameters of the route choice model is necessary before it can be actually implemented. Cycling modelling is slowly developing as an impact assessment tool due to increasing demand in evaluating planning impacts in land use and transportation. Similar choice models have also been found to be tested with pedestrian modelling. The thesis confirms that, while studying choice is a challenging process requiring careful consideration in made actions and result interpretation, it can ultimately produce good estimations of travel behaviour. 
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Appendices 
Appendix 1. One block survey example  

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

   



 

 

 



 

 

  
  



 

 

Appendix 2. Design of the distributed brochure  

 



 

 

  
  



 

 

Appendix 3. Raw data sample that has been exported from Webropol and cleaned into csv  

  



 

 

Appendix 4. Script that converts raw data into row-based format for Biogeme estimation and example result 
 

"""The program automates data cleaning from webropol format into a csv text 

format. Cleaned data will be used in biogeme to estimate coefficients for 

levels of factors. 

""" 

 

import pandas as pd 

 

 

def add_row(biogeme_data, i, j): 

    """Adds a new row and inserts row number as the first value. This row value 

    represents unique ID for each respondent. Each respondent should have 

    8 rows. Additionally the row shifts column value by one and returns that 

    value. 

 

    Parameters: 

        biogeme_data = File into which data is translated from raw data 

        i = row value 

        j = column value 

    """ 

    biogeme_data.write("\n" + str(i) + ",") 

    j += 1 

    return j 

 

 

def add_SDCs(biogeme_data, i, j, df_data, list): 

    """This method is called from blocks and its function is to add each ID's 

    SDCs to the file. 

    """ 

    k = 0 

    for value in list: 

        chosen = int(df_data.loc[i][j]) 

        age = int(df_data.loc[i][41]) 

        gender = int(df_data.loc[i][42]) 

        # commutes to either work or school and is not leisure rider 

        if (int(df_data.loc[i][43]) == 1 or int(df_data.loc[i][44]) == 1) \ 

                and int(df_data.loc[i][45]) == 0: 

                    purpose = 1 

        # is a leisure rider but does not commute 

        elif (int(df_data.loc[i][43]) == 0 and int(df_data.loc[i][44]) == 0) \ 

                and int(df_data.loc[i][45]) == 1: 

                    purpose = 2 

        # is both commute and leisure rider 

        elif (int(df_data.loc[i][43]) == 1 or int(df_data.loc[i][44]) == 1) \ 

                and int(df_data.loc[i][45]) == 1: 

                    purpose = 3 

        # is not either commuter nor leisure rider 

        else: 

            purpose = 4 

        bike = int(df_data.loc[i][46]) 

        biogeme_data.write(value + str(chosen) + "," + 

                           str(age) + "," + str(gender) + "," + str(purpose) + 

                           "," + str(bike)) 

        k += 1 



 

 

        if k < 8: 

            j = add_row(biogeme_data, i, j) 

    return 

 

 

def group1(biogeme_data, i, j, df_data, model_number): 

    """Writes coded values of the alternative pairs of block 1 into a 

    determined file. 

    """ 

    list_1_1 = ["Insert coded values here"] 

    list_1_2 = ["Insert coded values here"] 

    list_1_3 = ["Insert coded values here"] 

 

    all_lists = {1: list_1_1, 2: list_1_2, 3: list_1_3} 

    if model_number > len(all_lists): 

        raise Exception("Input value does not match number of models.") 

    add_SDCs(biogeme_data, i, j, df_data, all_lists[model_number]) 

 

 

def group2(biogeme_data, i, j, df_data, model_number): 

    """Writes coded values of the alternative pairs of block 2 into a 

    determined file. 

    """ 

    list_2_1 = ["Insert coded values here"] 

    list_2_2 = ["Insert coded values here"] 

    list_2_3 = ["Insert coded values here"] 

 

    all_lists = {1: list_2_1, 2: list_2_2, 3: list_2_3} 

    if model_number > len(all_lists): 

        raise Exception("Input value does not match number of models.") 

    add_SDCs(biogeme_data, i, j, df_data, all_lists[model_number]) 

 

 

def group3(biogeme_data, i, j, df_data, model_number): 

    """Writes coded values of the alternative pairs of block 3 into a 

    determined file. 

    """ 

    list_3_1 = ["Insert coded values here"] 

    list_3_2 = ["Insert coded values here"] 

    list_3_3 = ["Insert coded values here"] 

 

    all_lists = {1: list_3_1, 2: list_3_2, 3: list_3_3} 

    if model_number > len(all_lists): 

        raise Exception("Input value does not match number of models.") 

    add_SDCs(biogeme_data, i, j, df_data, all_lists[model_number]) 

 

 

def group4(biogeme_data, i, j, df_data, model_number): 

    """Writes coded values of the alternative pairs of block 4 into a 

    determined file. 

    """ 

    list_4_1 = ["Insert coded values here"] 

    list_4_2 = ["Insert coded values here"] 

    list_4_3 = ["Insert coded values here"] 

 

    all_lists = {1: list_4_1, 2: list_4_2, 3: list_4_3} 

    if model_number > len(all_lists): 



 

 

        raise Exception("Input value does not match number of models.") 

    add_SDCs(biogeme_data, i, j, df_data, all_lists[model_number]) 

 

 

def group5(biogeme_data, i, j, df_data, model_number): 

    """Writes coded values of the alternative pairs of block 5 into a 

    determined file. 

    """ 

    list_5_1 = ["Insert coded values here"] 

    list_5_2 = ["Insert coded values here"] 

    list_5_3 = ["Insert coded values here"] 

 

    all_lists = {1: list_5_1, 2: list_5_2, 3: list_5_3} 

    if model_number > len(all_lists): 

        raise Exception("Input value does not match number of models.") 

    add_SDCs(biogeme_data, i, j, df_data, all_lists[model_number]) 

 

 

def main(): 

    """Creates data frame based on data.csv.txt which is exported from 

    webropol. Contents are cleaned first and file to write with determined 

    headers is called. The program goes over each row in data.csv.txt and 

    adds 8 new rows into [number]malli.txt for each ID. The program stops when 

    all rows have been covered. 

    """ 

 

    df_data = pd.read_csv('data.csv.txt') 

    df_data.fillna(9, inplace=True)  # Replace NaNs with 9s 

    model_number = int(input("Which model would you like to translate?:\n")) 

    biogeme_data = open(str(model_number) + "_malli.txt", "w") 

    biogeme_data.write("ID,LOCAL_1,MAIN_1,ARTERIAL_1," 

                       "LOCAL_2,MAIN_2,ARTERIAL_2," 

                       "MIXED_1,LANE_1,ADJACENT_1,SEPARATED_1," 

                       "MIXED_2,LANE_2,ADJACENT_2,SEPARATED_2," 

                       "LIGHT_1,MODERATE_1,SUBSTANTIAL_1,HEAVY_1," 

                       "LIGHT_2,MODERATE_2,SUBSTANTIAL_2,HEAVY_2," 

                       "NOSIGNALS_1,FEWSIGNALS_1,MANYSIGNALS_1," 

                       "NOSIGNALS_2,FEWSIGNALS_2,MANYSIGNALS_2," 

                       "NOHILLS_1,MODERATEHILLS_1,STEEPHILLS_1," 

                       "NOHILLS_2,MODERATEHILLS_2,STEEPHILLS_2," 

                       "LENGTH_1,LENGTH_2," 

                       "CHOSE,AGE,GENDER,PURPOSE,BIKE") 

 

    i = 0 

    j = 0 

    j = add_row(biogeme_data, i, j) 

    while i < 1029: 

        # Shift row and reset column counter if it is at last column 

        if j == 47: 

            i += 1 

            if i == 1029: 

                break 

            j = 0 

            j = add_row(biogeme_data, i, j) 

 

        elif j == 1 and df_data.loc[i][j] != 9: 

            group1(biogeme_data, i, j, df_data, model_number) 



 

 

            j = 47 

 

        elif j == 9 and df_data.loc[i][j] != 9: 

            group2(biogeme_data, i, j, df_data, model_number) 

            j = 47 

 

        elif j == 17 and df_data.loc[i][j] != 9: 

            group3(biogeme_data, i, j, df_data, model_number) 

            j = 47 

 

        elif j == 25 and df_data.loc[i][j] != 9: 

            group4(biogeme_data, i, j, df_data, model_number) 

            j = 47 

 

        elif j == 33 and df_data.loc[i][j] != 9: 

            group5(biogeme_data, i, j, df_data, model_number) 

            j = 47 

 

        else: 

            j += 1 

 

    biogeme_data.close() 

    input("Conversion completed. Hit enter to finish.") 

 

 

main() 

 Result 

 



 

 

Appendix 5. PandasBiogeme script for parameter estimation  
import pandas as pd 

import biogeme.database as db 

import biogeme.biogeme as bio 

import biogeme.models as models 

from biogeme.expressions import Beta 

 

 

def estimation(model_number, titles_len): 

    df = pd.read_csv(model_number + "_malli.txt", "\t") 

    database = db.Database("Reittimalli", df) 

    globals().update(database.variables) 

 

    # Parameters to be estimated 

    B_LOCAL = Beta("B_LOCAL", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_MAIN = Beta("B_MAIN", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_ARTERIAL = Beta("B_ARTERIAL", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_MIXED = Beta("B_MIXED", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_LANE = Beta("B_LANE", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_ADJACENT = Beta("B_ADJACENT", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_SEPARATED = Beta("B_SEPARATED", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_VOLUME = Beta("B_VOLUME", 0, None, None, 1) 

    B_LIGHT = Beta("B_LIGHT", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_MODERATE = Beta("B_MODERATE", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_SUBSTANTIAL = Beta("B_SUBSTANTIAL", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_HEAVY = Beta("B_HEAVY", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_NOSIGNALS = Beta("B_NOSIGNALS", 0, None, None, 1) 

    B_FEWSIGNALS = Beta("B_FEWSIGNALS", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_MANYSIGNALS = Beta("B_MANYSIGNALS", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_NOHILLS = Beta("B_NOHILLS", 0, None, None, 1) 

    B_MODERATEHILLS = Beta("B_MODERATEHILLS", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_STEEPHILLS = Beta("B_STEEPHILLS", 0, None, None, 0) 

 

    if titles_len == 417 or titles_len == 359: 

        B_LENGTH = Beta("B_LENGTH", 0, None, None, 1) 

        length_1_scaled = LENGTH_1 / 10 

        length_2_scaled = LENGTH_2 / 10 

 

    # Interaction effects 

    B_MIXED_FEMALE = Beta("B_MIXED_FEMALE", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_SEPARATED_FEMALE = Beta("B_SEPARATED_FEMALE", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_LIGHT_FEMALE = Beta("B_LIGHT_FEMALE", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_MODERATE_FEMALE = Beta("B_MODERATE_FEMALE", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_STEEPHILLS_FEMALE = Beta("B_STEEPHILLS_FEMALE", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_SUBSTANTIAL_3044 = Beta("B_SUBSTANTIAL_3044", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_MANYSIGNALS_3044 = Beta("B_MANYSIGNALS_3044", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_LOCAL_LEISURE = Beta("B_LOCAL_LEISURE", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_MAIN_LEISURE = Beta("B_MAIN_LEISURE", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_FEWSIGNALS_LEISURE = Beta("B_FEWSIGNALS_LEISURE", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_MANYSIGNALS_LEISURE = Beta("B_MANYSIGNALS_LEISURE", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_LOCAL_EBIKE = Beta("B_LOCAL_EBIKE", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_MAIN_EBIKE = Beta("B_MAIN_EBIKE", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_LANE_EBIKE = Beta("B_LANE_EBIKE", 0, None, None, 0) 

    B_NOHILLS_EBIKE = Beta("B_NOHILLS_EBIKE", 0, None, None, 0) 

 



 

 

    # Scaled coded values 

    local_1_scaled = LOCAL_1 / 10 

    local_2_scaled = LOCAL_2 / 10 

    main_1_scaled = MAIN_1 / 10 

    main_2_scaled = MAIN_2 / 10 

    arterial_1_scaled = ARTERIAL_1 / 10 

    arterial_2_scaled = ARTERIAL_2 / 10 

    mixed_1_scaled = MIXED_1 / 10 

    mixed_2_scaled = MIXED_2 / 10 

    lane_1_scaled = LANE_1 / 10 

    lane_2_scaled = LANE_2 / 10 

    adjacent_1_scaled = ADJACENT_1 / 10 

    adjacent_2_scaled = ADJACENT_2 / 10 

    separated_1_scaled = SEPARATED_1 / 10 

    separated_2_scaled = SEPARATED_2 / 10 

    light_1_scaled = LIGHT_1 / 10 

    light_2_scaled = LIGHT_2 / 10 

    moderate_1_scaled = MODERATE_1 / 10 

    moderate_2_scaled = MODERATE_2 / 10 

    substantial_1_scaled = SUBSTANTIAL_1 / 10 

    substantial_2_scaled = SUBSTANTIAL_2 / 10 

    heavy_1_scaled = HEAVY_1 / 10 

    heavy_2_scaled = HEAVY_2 / 10 

    nosignals_1_scaled = NOSIGNALS_1 / 10 

    nosignals_2_scaled = NOSIGNALS_2 / 10 

    fewsignals_1_scaled = FEWSIGNALS_1 / 10 

    fewsignals_2_scaled = FEWSIGNALS_2 / 10 

    manysignals_1_scaled = MANYSIGNALS_1 / 10 

    manysignals_2_scaled = MANYSIGNALS_2 / 10 

    nohills_1_scaled = NOHILLS_1 / 10 

    nohills_2_scaled = NOHILLS_2 / 10 

    moderatehills_1_scaled = MODERATEHILLS_1 / 10 

    moderatehills_2_scaled = MODERATEHILLS_2 / 10 

    steephills_1_scaled = STEEPHILLS_1 / 10 

    steephills_2_scaled = STEEPHILLS_2 / 10 

 

    female = (GENDER == 2) 

    age3044 = (AGE == 3) 

    leisure = (PURPOSE == 2) 

    elec_bike = (BIKE == 1) 

 

    ROUTE_1 = B_LOCAL * local_1_scaled \ 

              + B_MAIN * main_1_scaled \ 

              + B_ARTERIAL * arterial_1_scaled \ 

              + B_MIXED * mixed_1_scaled \ 

              + B_LANE * lane_1_scaled \ 

              + B_ADJACENT * adjacent_1_scaled \ 

              + B_SEPARATED * separated_1_scaled \ 

              + B_LIGHT * light_1_scaled \ 

              + B_MODERATE * moderate_1_scaled \ 

              + B_SUBSTANTIAL * substantial_1_scaled \ 

              + B_HEAVY * heavy_1_scaled \ 

              + B_NOSIGNALS * nosignals_1_scaled \ 

              + B_FEWSIGNALS * fewsignals_1_scaled \ 

              + B_MANYSIGNALS * manysignals_1_scaled \ 

              + B_NOHILLS * nohills_1_scaled \ 

              + B_MODERATEHILLS * moderatehills_1_scaled \ 



 

 

              + B_STEEPHILLS * steephills_1_scaled \ 

              + B_LENGTH * length_1_scaled \ 

              + B_MIXED_FEMALE * mixed_1_scaled * female \ 

              + B_SEPARATED_FEMALE * separated_1_scaled * female \ 

              + B_LIGHT_FEMALE * light_1_scaled * female \ 

              + B_MODERATE_FEMALE * moderate_1_scaled * female \ 

              + B_STEEPHILLS_FEMALE * steephills_1_scaled * female \ 

              + B_SUBSTANTIAL_3044 * substantial_1_scaled * age3044 \ 

              + B_MANYSIGNALS_3044 * manysignals_1_scaled * age3044 \ 

              + B_LOCAL_LEISURE * local_1_scaled * leisure \ 

              + B_MAIN_LEISURE * main_1_scaled * leisure \ 

              + B_FEWSIGNALS_LEISURE * fewsignals_1_scaled * leisure \ 

              + B_MANYSIGNALS_LEISURE * manysignals_1_scaled * leisure \ 

              + B_LOCAL_EBIKE * local_1_scaled * elec_bike \ 

              + B_MAIN_EBIKE * main_1_scaled * elec_bike \ 

              + B_LANE_EBIKE * lane_1_scaled * elec_bike \ 

              + B_NOHILLS_EBIKE * nohills_1_scaled * elec_bike \ 

     

     

    ROUTE_2 = B_LOCAL * local_2_scaled \ 

              + B_MAIN * main_2_scaled \ 

              + B_ARTERIAL * arterial_2_scaled \ 

              + B_MIXED * mixed_2_scaled \ 

              + B_LANE * lane_2_scaled \ 

              + B_ADJACENT * adjacent_2_scaled \ 

              + B_SEPARATED * separated_2_scaled \ 

              + B_LIGHT * light_2_scaled \ 

              + B_MODERATE * moderate_2_scaled \ 

              + B_SUBSTANTIAL * substantial_2_scaled \ 

              + B_HEAVY * heavy_2_scaled \ 

              + B_NOSIGNALS * nosignals_2_scaled \ 

              + B_FEWSIGNALS * fewsignals_2_scaled \ 

              + B_MANYSIGNALS * manysignals_2_scaled \ 

              + B_NOHILLS * nohills_2_scaled \ 

              + B_MODERATEHILLS * moderatehills_2_scaled \ 

              + B_STEEPHILLS * steephills_2_scaled \ 

              + B_LENGTH * length_2_scaled \ 

              + B_MIXED_FEMALE * mixed_2_scaled * female \ 

              + B_SEPARATED_FEMALE * separated_2_scaled * female \ 

              + B_LIGHT_FEMALE * light_2_scaled * female \ 

              + B_MODERATE_FEMALE * moderate_2_scaled * female \ 

              + B_STEEPHILLS_FEMALE * steephills_2_scaled * female \ 

              + B_SUBSTANTIAL_3044 * substantial_2_scaled * age3044 \ 

              + B_MANYSIGNALS_3044 * manysignals_2_scaled * age3044 \ 

              + B_LOCAL_LEISURE * local_2_scaled * leisure \ 

              + B_MAIN_LEISURE * main_2_scaled * leisure \ 

              + B_FEWSIGNALS_LEISURE * fewsignals_2_scaled * leisure \ 

              + B_MANYSIGNALS_LEISURE * manysignals_2_scaled * leisure \ 

              + B_LOCAL_EBIKE * local_2_scaled * elec_bike \ 

              + B_MAIN_EBIKE * main_2_scaled * elec_bike \ 

              + B_LANE_EBIKE * lane_2_scaled * elec_bike \ 

              + B_NOHILLS_EBIKE * nohills_2_scaled * elec_bike \ 

 

 

    V = {1: ROUTE_1, 2: ROUTE_2} 

    av = {1: 1, 2: 1} 

    logprob = models.loglogit(V, av, CHOSE) 



 

 

 

    biogeme = bio.BIOGEME(database, logprob) 

    biogeme.modelName = model_number + "_logit" 

    model_results = biogeme.estimate() 

 

    print("") 

    pandasresults = model_results.getEstimatedParameters() 

    print(pandasresults) 

 

 

def main(): 

    model_number = input("Write model number to be read:\n") 

    file_name = model_number + "_malli.txt" 

    read_titles = open(file_name, "r") 

    titles_len = read_titles.readline() 

    titles_len = int(len(titles_len)) 

    read_titles.close() 

    if titles_len == 417: 

        estimation(model_number, titles_len) 

 

    else: 

        raise Exception("Read invalid title length. Check file.") 

 

 

main() 
  



 

 

Appendix 6. OD pathing results  

  

 



 

 

  

 



 

 

  

 



 

 

  

 



 

 

  

 



 

 

  

 



 

 

  

 



 

 

  

 



 

 

  

 



 

 

  

 



 

 

  

 



 

 

  

 



 

 

  

 



 

 

  

 



 

 

  

 



 

 

  

 


